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Preface

The first year of the Richmond Secondary Project has been marked by

efforts at helping severely-and profoundly handicapped youth become integrated

into the RichmOnd community. Curriculum has been derived from the functional

needs of students and instruction provided in community settings such as

retail Cores, recreation centers, students' homes. .Generalization of skills

learned in the classroom has not been taken for granted (Stokes and Baer, 1977).

Generalization objectives have been..included on many of the student's IndividuaT

.

Education Plans and, training taken place in numerous settings.

Training in community settings is not easy and, in fact, provides frequent

logistical problems (Certo, Brown, Belmore, & Crowner, 1977): Yet it.is

imperative for at least two reasons. First, the issue of skill generalization

and deriving appropriate curriculum is important as noted above. -Second,

regularly experiencing the community is a vital element of a severely handi-

caOped student's'educational program. Conversely, the com,.ity must experi-

ence- and learn to interact with the severely handicapped individual. Neither

of these events can occur in an educational model which is characterized 'solely

by classroom instruction.

We have had success in developing and refining the trainer-advocacy model

for helping moderately and severely retarded persons gain competitive employment-

(Wehman & Hill, 1979; 1980; in press,.; Wehman, in press). Therefore, the same

model was-applied in the past year With severely and profoundly retarded youth

but in community programs such as Girl Scouts or weekly ceramic classes for

nonhandicapped adults. Several of the papers within this program monograph

describeour efforts in this vein.



We'have tried to balance the papers in this monograph between leisure',

domestic, and vocational curriculum. Clearly, work in the coming two years

will be more refined ,and'reach into more challenging areas. It is our

!hope and intent, however, that this monograph will help teachers and other

practitioners concerned with developing and implementing appropriate and

functional curriculum for severely and profoundly handicapped youth.

Paul Wehman

Janet W. Hill
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Preparing 'Severely and Profoundly Handicapped Youth to Enter

Lets,Restrictive Environments

Least restrictive environment has been a concept in special education

which in the past-five years has received a tremehdous amount of attention.

Numerous articles, (Switzky & Miller, 1977; Chambers, 1974), booklets, in-
.

service workshops, and even court cases (Laski, 1979) have been generated as

a result of this important provision_in Public Law\94-142. Placement of stu-

dents into the least restrictive environment infers that the student will be

educatedlin a setting which is best suited for and.most appropriate to his/

her educational needs (Wehman & McLaughlin, 1980).

Controversy has arisen over this issue primarily beciuse of different

professional opiniqn on the value o? segi-egated special school settings

1

versus a placement which is charact rized by daily integration with nonhandi-

cappedpeers. With severely and profoundly handicapped (SPH) youth this has

been.an emotional topic because of .a feeling by some parents, administrators

and teachers that with the latter educational option there would be excessive

ridicule of .th4se students and that support services would be significantly re-

duced. There is also a perception by some parents and professionals that liittle

benefit would accrue to SPH youth or nonhandicapped peers if greater integration

was.accomplished. Hence a major administration change in service delivery is

'not considered nedessary:

It is our position that segregation of SPH youth,from nonhandicapped.peers

greatly-reduces pei-sonal growth and development in even the-most handicapped Of

these individuals, Furthermore we also believe-that instructional preparation

is necessary for movement-into less restrictive environments and must be carried

out systematically. What this means is that physical.integration into .a regular



school versus segregation in a special school is not, in and .of itself, the

only issue. Programmin which occurs exclusively in ithe classroom, and prac-

iice 'on simulatio islclearly inadequate for SPH individuals who are expected.

to function in heterogeneous community and domestic environments (Brown, Hamret

Nietupski.; & Nietupski, 1977; Certo, Brown, Belmore & Crowner,,1977). Our
,

position reflects a need to provide weekly training and generalizations for

SPH youth in real community situations to prepare students for less restrictive

environments. Training in real environments may involve initial embarrass-

ment for staff when a student rinates on the-KOXot...a Seven-Eleven store;

it may involve initial staff d scomfort when members of a predominantly non-
,

handicapped 'night class in recration stare at an SPH young adult who exhibits

stereotypic noise-making respon es; andfittay involve pride when an SPH stu-

'dent is not even identified, as h ndicapped ina local bowling alley. It is

critical for staff to feel these

parents' reluctance to take their

for a walk to/the park. \

). \
Therefore, the purpose of this\pdper

/ \

classroom-community instructional model (Certo, Brown,

. \

b) techn11 iques Ti resources for implementation, and c)
I

emotions if they are to e able 'to relate to

Yin/daughter to the store, to church, or

is to discuss a) a rationale for a

Bellmore & Crowner, 1977),

specific problems which

occur during implementing a community-based public school program. The thoughts

and strategies contained in this paper arise!rom efforti toward the'develop-
-\

ment of a community access model for severely/profoundly retarded adolescents

in our initial year of establishing the Richmond Secondary SPH Project.
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. Rationale for a Classroom,CommunitY Model of Instruction

There are atleast er htreasons for imrtmentation.of an instructional

model for SPH youth which is character4ed hyinstruction that occurs in both

the class and local community. TheSe improved likelihood'of skill .

generalization, reinforcer'samplind, awareness by Inohhandicapped people,

appropriate role models for SPH youth,,elevated teacher expectations Ld

interest, :parent hope, demonstration of competence by SPH students, and

appropriate curriculum selection.

)1

Skill -Generalization and Enhancement

The probability of an SPH student performing a skill in a setting dif-

ferent from where it Was originally learned is highly unlikely without suffi

cient practice (Stokes & Baer, 19i7; Wehmam, Apramson & Norman, 1977).

40.1nitiation.Of skills.. is Also hindered through teaching which is limited to the

classroom because the classroommarovidy an extremely limited array of dis2.

criminative stimuli'. The teacher generally must .create 'atificial discrimi

native stimuli which usually take the form of verbal prompts, Under such

conditions, skill development for. studentsremains at a "prompted only'' stage;

self-initiation of skills is clearly thwarted(

Consider, for example, the dileMma.of teaching the use-of picture communi-
,

.

.[\

cation, cards
\.

sqf a student's favorite roods An the classrooh The teacher

chooses cards based upop.Parent's Anput-of the s Udent's favorite foods and

ice cream is included. After a long teaching process of-as'Sotiating-picture--

card with thefood item, the student finally self-initiates showing the ice

cream card at lunch but no ice cream is available.- An opportunity for greatly

enhancing that skill has been lost.
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Therefore, if true generalization is to occur it is imperatives to pro-
.

vide sufficient opportunities for practice in real situations where all the

variables cannot be controlled but where potential discriminative stimuli

do naturally exist. Usually two to three different environments are necessary

b4fore generalization is achieved: The greater the similarity between the

original learning environmentand the generalization setting(s), the quicker

that transfer of training will occur. Skill generalization cannot be assumed
/

to occur, without instruction.

Reinforcer Sampling

Severely handicappedyouth will never be aware of the reinforcing

aspects of comunityliving and facilities if they have never experienced

them. The pleasure of sitting in a park,-bowTing with one's family, going

to a movie theter or eating, pizza in a local restaurant cannot be reinforcing

until 'one has experiencckit. Furthermore, many reinforcing aspects of com-

munity facilities are not reinforcing until one,has developed some degree of

proficiency within the environment...Therefore; one time field trips are

wholly-insufficient and.systemaiic instruction must be provided.

Awareness by Nonhandicapped Peole

Shopkeepers, bus drivers, clergy, and people in.the neighborhood need

to be aware that SPH individuals are part of the community. Severely handi-

capped youth and young adults must be present in the community and begin

interactions with nonhandicapped people. TypiCal citizens in a community

neighOorhoodwill respond-more ,positivelY'to SPH individuals, over time, if

they are exposed to them_more freqUently (Voeltz,'1980).

I '
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Appropriate Role Models

SeVerely handicapped.youth\cannot be expected to develop more sophis-

ticated behavior if they are only exposed to other SPH youth. It is critical

that other higher functioning and nonhandicapped models be available for

interaction. For example, anecdotal data from our project indicates that

some SPH students who exhibit hand-biting behaviors and sterotypical actions,

in the presence of each, other, cease these actions when in the presence of

higher functioniing retarded persons who display more normal behavior. Al-

though this is not always the case, it appears that a segregated SPH environ-

ment may support maladaptive behaviors.1

Elevated Teacher Expectations

One problem faced bSPH teachers traditionally, has been that their

students 'rarely function in the community and usually do not advance into

more sophisticated vocational and leisure'environMents. The rate of teacher
\

"burn-out" growi and morale declines since limited:projress Is observed in
w .

,
.

.
, .

.

students. Instruction in thecommUnity, however, is one excellent means of

linking the real world with classrooM instruction. Once thiS model is p

place, a greater .sense of relevance ii attained and traintng takes on a more

significant purpose._

Parent Hope:
!

, By the time SPH students enter adolescence, parents' hake may already:
y

be diminished for the probability of/their son/dughtei.'s integration into the

-comMunity. Living at home and never coming out of the house is. not community'

integration. A classioom7community model demonstrates to ParentS that staff
.

.
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are not afraid to take students into the community; it shows that staff

believe students can acquire appropriate community living skills. Parents

need to draw strength'nd support from teachers. In turn, teachers and

other profesSionals must provide leaderShip in community skill training.

Demonstrations of Com etenceb SPH Students

CommUnity access is an idea c%portunity for students to demonstrate

their. ab:lities. It is an excellent means to illustrate the competence of

SPH individuals for nonhandicapped people and curious bystanders in different

parts of the community. As noted earlier it can also be very embarrassing

for staff. The converse is true as well, however. Helping an SPH student

fit into a group of nonhandicapped people, wait in lineappropriately, or

make a purchase correctly are all signals to staff that instruction is pro-

ceeding effectively.

'Curriculum Selection

Only ifter'several failures and embarrassments in the community i.e.,

student getting lost, will the most obvious and relevant skill priorities

emerge for classroom instruction. Thestype of curriculum presently employed

in many trainable retarded-and SPH classes will" begin to appear inappropriate

when evaluated in the context of repeated problems which occur in community

situatons. At this point, the teacher and parent must ideritifimore apprO-

priate objectives to include into the student's curriculum.

15
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Techni ues and Resources for Im lementin the Classroom-Communit Model

With a firm rationale established for a classroom-community model, it

is necessary to outline service delivery resources which facilitate direct

interaction between SPH youth and nonhandicapped pebple in integrated settings

and prepare students for less,restrictive environments. There are many dif-

ferent strategies and each one may have direct impact on ref:ning classroom

teaching content by facilitating a reselection of skills which have generali-

zable value in community settings.

The first step in the utilization of community resources for integrative

purposes is to consider what types of natural ''community settings should .be,

utilized for. training. Ideally, thesecsettings will require skills that are

being taught in school and have been,at least in part,acquired by students.
- ;

Some degree of skill proficiency wi'l 1cilitatecommunity=based train-
.

ing. initial_step into the community may oe very difficult depending upon
e

the functioning level of students and:the emphasis of the program. HoweVer, in

numerous community settings we have recognized,that,'although.the student may

be limited to partial participation in an environment (Brown, Branston-McClean,

Baumgart, Vincent, Falvey & Schroeder, 1979), a pool of more subtle skills re-

quirements can be_ systematically addressed. The realm of such requirements may

largely involve selected social behivibrs in public such as malting in line
7

skills, appropriate posturing of body, social interaction skills -reduction of

stereotypic-behavior, etc. (Hill, Wehman & Pentecost, in press).
.



Guidelines fortiiiiiiUnity Access

Several guidelines are recommended when attempting to work with any

community resources. These include:

1. Personal contact with the community resource i.e.,

administratOr of gifted program, to describe the.need

for interaction between handicapped and nonhandicapped

people.

2. Orient nonhandicapped participants to program and

students prior to first meeting. Video equipment has

been shown to have a positive affect on,attitudes.

3. Insure that a greater number of nonhandicapped people

are available"during the interactions. In'order-to

maintain a normalized situation with lower functioning
t-

Students, only'brie or two students should be integrated

to avoid isruption of the setting. -'

. Use a trainer-advoaacy model during-interactions. . This

model is charadterized by adcompanying an SPH individual

into the community' and prdvidingtraining to-that indivi-

dual.as well a inservicing the nonhandidappedpartici-

pantt:' This model. has been succestfully used by Wehman

and J. Hill (in press) in job placement of moderately

and severely handicapped adults.

Provide opportunities for nonhandicapped to express feel-

ings on an on-going or pre-post te t basis. Social feed-

back is a critical means of evali ating how SPH individuals

are being accepted and the general-receptivity of the
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. Allow nonhandicapped participants to see handicapped

students demonstrating a chronologically age appropriate

skill thereby exhibiting a more normalizing appear-
.-

ance (Wolfensberger, 1972).

7. Insure that the nonhandicapped participants are

at least the same.age or older. Although it may be easier

to itegrate nonhandicapped children with SPH adolescents,

this arrangement is clearly undesirable for instructional

purposes and normalization.

The\neXt several,sections describe specific strategies forfacilftating

social interactions between SPH students and nonhandicappecimembers of a

community..
1 " .. 4

"

Use of Other Local Public'Schools for Generalization of Skills

The first community access strategy to be describeit=is the use of

,

skill generalization in other,public schools. Task-oriented skills whicl, can

be generalized include mealtime behaviors (tray lihe, etc.), kitchen'utilitY
,41

or janitorial activities, active Physical activity, shdp art skills, etc.

Social skills:which, may be addressed can range from i'nteracti'ons with

peers in the hallways, maintainingeye contact, appropriate spectator behaviors

during aseasonal. play, or perhaps simply trying to walk more like an average

teenager with `hands in.pockets, etc-. Previously-minor or uhnoticed.ineppro-

priate social-responses will immediately AraW attention in a predominanv'',,

nonhandicapped environment. Other public schools Will be a good "try -out"

before going directly into lesscontrolTed environment.
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Use of Real Homes ,During the School Day for Domestic Instruction

Mother readily available- community resource is the use of parents'

homes or community group homes for domestic instruction. The principle

asset of this .approach is the opportunity for simultaneous training of

parents and students. In group homes there are added benefits of community

worker inservice and exposure to potential future clients. The needifor

continued generalizatio training emerges clearly in these settings\due to

utilization of different equipment such as water faucets, toasters, and

even different brooms.'

. ,

Use-of,Peer Tutors from Other Programs .

. The use of peer tutors has been described with a variety.of mentally

retarded populations_ (Poorman, 1980), but little.has been attempted with an

SPH group. 'We are currently initiating a peer tutor model withsa group .of

gifted students in ouriiiner city school-'system. The gifted program allows

senior high students tip take on human service, projects and haS agreed ,for the

peer tutoring model to serve- as senior thesiS.projects.; The nonhaQ0i6apped

models will 'be constructing programs such a'S generalization of leisure skills

(pinball, darts, joint participation in team sports, and providing

peer-type feedback on social skills and body posturing. Some gifted,students

will be involved in work training in the comOu ty. _Although, this aspect

of the program is in itsearliest stages,'it ap ears that it may prove to):1

400therAntapped resource fOr social interaction with nOnhandicapped.youth

and community integration for SPH_students.
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Use of Community Facilities Near Student's Home or Near School

During the initial planning phase of the Richmond:SPH SelCondary Project

families of 18 students involved were carefully interviewed.' Interviews

overwhelmin 1 revealed the fact that the students 'enerall did not adcom an

ttpg2ytyey?pileirarentsor.siblinsonarnmtmiterrmdtri''chUrch or

social activity other than perhaps visits to a relative's home. The reasons

`stated were (1) embarrassment due:to inappropriate behavior and (2) lack of

acceptance on the part of the community (i.e. starirAL. Although initially

generalization training mrill prove. more cost effectivzt in community

ties which are close to the. school. prograM (e.y., a nearby bdwling Alley for

pinball-generalilation)., thestudents home colimunity should.be systematically.

approaChed if one intends.to:impa'Ct on parent/sibling behavior. For example,

if sdhool 'personnel initiate the first few training sestioni in the Mother's.

local grocery store and gradually add the mothers presence and supei,7,-

vision, two previously restrictive forces are dealt with simultaneously

i.e,, the low expectation of the mother and the inexperience on the part of

grocemstOre Staff/consumers. Demohstrating 'Acquisition'Of skills such as

pushing a grocery cart and waiting in line appropriately also will facilitate.

\t. he mother's .continued.interest and efforts in having. the adolescent accbm-
.

anying her on errands.

The.challenge'for continued generalization training duringthe school
11,_,, ..

da wilIAalso require that thecommunity surrounding the school be exposed

to he ,s'tudeot in a systematic fashion. ;Owners and managers ,should be-con-
_

tact d and the program, described. Utilizing several facilitie on a repeated'

basis will prove positive in,that managers And staff will become accustomed

to the use of picture Communication cards, response time delay, scattered,

data sheetsi4etc.-
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Be of Communi -Based 'Recreation Classes and Scout Troo s for Nonhandica II I e

Individuals

City:orcountyevening recreation Clastes team sports or:nonnandicapped:

youth and adults; and regular, scout grOups provide another easily accessible

resource for community' ntegration c'SPH adolescents. A.Major advantage of

/

this approach has been that we have' experienced little or no resistance

Ilfrom the instructors, leaders or articipants in that there appears to be a

Pervasive attitude-that any persOn has a right to participate in these acti-

vities. T6'reinforce this attitude and to avoid disruption of. the social

group; mainstreaming of only one or two students per troop should be_attempted;

These situations also provide the rare opportunity to integrate more pro-'

foundly handicapped persons who may. be confined. to a-wheelchair or reclining
, -

type chair for.partial participation purposes. This- is especiallY true of

-girl scout programs whose activities are largely sedentary,and social in

nature. With limited motor requirements.
. ,

City/county veningrecreationTclasses'*.g. ceramics,, water colorr,

etc:) which aristially only attended by 'nonhari4Capped also,provide an
,

,:

atmosphere that may accomodate SPH Students with less refinedsocial skill

development! In general, the nonhandiCapped participants are busily involved

with their own projects and paylittle attention to aberrant vocal or mild

physical stereotypes, yet/Social interactions and modeling can be orchestra-
/

ted between the handicapped'and nonhandicapped.

,../ Other more-obvious benefits to- this integration resource are. that such.

,

groups or clasies generally take place in,most.neighborhoods and parents-cml

be involved.. In order to help the handicapped Individual P'roject an image

as closely alignedto'his chronological a§e as poS'sible and facilitate the
.

AeVelopment of appropriate social interactions should' probably not

attend meetings initially with their child. later, after repeated exposure
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and-advocacy-stressing the young adult status of the handicapped adolescent(s

parent(s)/siblings shotild be added to the setting occasionally. Usually,

this will be the first time. the parents will have viewed their child function-

ing adequately in a nonhandicapped group:

Skills which".tan be potentially generalized to these settings are a wide

variety of tasks requiring fine dexterity such as tying, scraping, assembly-

type, etc. as well as increasing on-task behavior, direction following, comp-
.

liance etc. The area of behavior change which has been most notable from our

efforts, however,:tas been the observed increased in the use of.alternative

formS of coMmUniCatio For example, one profoundly handicapped. young lady

was equipped: Otte beeper attached to the head. rest of her reclining ,chair

in, order tti.signifY "Yes" approximately six months prior to her placement

in.a,sdou.t.troop. , Since her motor movement was limited to lateral head
.

turns, the beeper Was viewed as vital to her program' in general. F.pr six

'months,. progress remained extremely slow within the school setting with the ,

teacher contriving as many yes/nd' situations as possible. When mainstream-

ing in a ,regul ar, scout troop -occurred, nonhandi capped scouts. were informed

that the student, communicated "yes" through the beeper, even though the be-
,

,71

tiavioe was observed:infrequently at school. I The nonhandicapped girls,1 then, // ,,

/ '

wanting,to communicate began to overwhelm the student with yes/no questfciiiil

r. .

waitedwaited trustingly,for
c

a response. Due to the natural discriminative

stimli, the beeper rdsponSe increased'
.

greatly in -n frequency and in .stimuluS .

.

response speed.during scout meetings. Unexpectedly,
_

however, the same progress
..

, d

is, now observeA in the school setting especially when the young lady is afsked
- -...

ri

, -

about her girl' scout trod)). Similar, increases in verbal behavior and picture

.card use have been observed with other itudents who have been provided °poor-
_ .

Cr

tunities to, interact with nonhandicapped youth and adults.
;
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Use of Local Sheltered Workshops or Work Centers for Partial Participation

Work generalization opportunities usually represent the most difficult

area to penetrate in the integrative process of severely and profoundly

handicapped. Unless a privately funded sheltered workshop exists, state

rehabilitation funds simply do not subsidize the maintenance of the slow

worker orra Short or long term basis. Thus it is not profitable for amork

-shop to accept the SPH worker. In many geographical areas, the only means

of enrolling a handicapped person in a workshop program is to pay approxi-

mately $15 per day in feet for "work adjustment" training.'' If this is the

,

case, state grants such as CETA or.mini-grants from_service organizations

.such as ti1PyCouncil,for. Exceptional Children.shoul4 be examined as alterna- .

''tive fUndifig sources. However,'depending upon the orientation of the workz: ,

-shop. staff, a cooperative` agreement could be establfihed to, allow integration

of SPH students to',"the facility on a non-paid basis-in exchange for a vari-
.

ety of reinforcers which school staff could `provide. These are: .extra school
o

1 . ,

staff, in-seryice training :.for workshop staff, improved interface between
.

.

school and workshop, free production work done l':, SPH-5tudents, etc, Similar
,

1
,

.

. ,
, .

negotiations can bemade with community work activity centers and probably

will be more favorably met in thesessettingt. The program orientAtion of

,

these centers, .howeverz, mustbe critically .examined prior to program inter-,

face because some centeri=inii54-still-provide_a protective environment yielding,
'

only supervised recreational experiences.

'Prior to work generalization trainingan in-school work setting shOuld

be established And be 'equipped with 'eithdr simulations or. real work materials

from,the local wqrkshoO/work Centers. If thistas been accomplished,..then

generalization traininrof theseskilii' will flow smoothly when integration

finally occurs. -With basic work acquisition accoMplished in school, the new
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setting will provide an arena in which to emphasize increases in general'

work behaviors such as: work endurance (length of work day), production

rate work consistency; appropriate interaction with supervisor/coworker,

appearance, and acquisition Of workshop routine.
\-

'Problems in. Implementation of a Classroom - Community Model

The problems in converting from a traditional classroom model to one

with a community focus are many. Each locale will have its own set of

difficulties. We will share here, however, the problems which have arisen

in model development within a predominantly inner-city area.

Administrator Reluctance

Many s'chool' system officials will show resistance to the classroom-

community model due to low skill expectations of studenti.,flo6istical 'prob-r.

lems in' what appears to be continual traveling by an-"incompetent" group of

~students, and, 1 ack of commitment to the concept of integration:, Some strate-

gies.to assist actRinistratars in justifying the extensive prOgram innovations'

:needed in-the cl aS s.room- communi ty model are outlined below.

Shaping the process.. In many parts of.OUr''country, we not only find

SPH studentslsegregated from nonhandize led..stu'denis but also from the

and. even 'moderately-retarded pegs. If thissituationexists,. one

should-begin integrative efforts with proposals to interact with these groups

hroughLunch_an leisure= skills-gey ral-ization -experiences. In our area the

idea of interacting with regular iimer-city high schoOl _students was met'with

skepticism and 'even shock, due to actual safety concerns.. Our initial approach,

then, has` to provide. pla ed interactions with special_ grbups such as the

"gifted" or technical educa on siudets during' the school hours.; After students
/
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have demonstrated some proficiency with other special groups of students,

administrativeconcern may abate and permit more diversified integration

efforts,

VLogistical.Concerns. Extensive prior planning and written schedules

sent to all relevant personnel from the superintendent down to teachers.

will facilitate efforts. Starting efforts on a small scale will alsg be

needed toin ure nearly, one_toone_coverage during the first stages as

well as attemptsto-involve administrators in the planning process.

Social Validation. Social validation of integration efforts can be

accomplishedlby surveying the attitudes of the regular education teachers,

nonhandicapped students and others inyol.lied.- Survey results indicating
\

acceptance' and receptivity to the concept by the nonhandicapped community

can then be used as justification. for the expansion of integration acti-

vities.

Parent Interest

Parents can be the greatest facilitators tothe classroom community

model or,,,ifunCommiited, the greatest hinderance to its success. Parent

iiir
interference'steMs rom 'a variety of= reasons which must be examined and

z

understood by the.educator if a ,behavior-change procedure,is to be developed.

Some reasons for parent interference are outlined below with some suggested

-intervention strategies.

Lack of.CoMmitment to Program Content. Parents may not see the program

,as important or relevant to their lives. This situation occurs frequently in

education programs for SPH because, historically, classroom teaching content

sometimes lacks functionality, e.g., tactile discrimination, peg board train-
.

ing, etc. Home visits i7 dentifying one or two program areas truly needed or
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O

desired by parents can be used -ap-an-incentive-for greater parental support

and involvement in community, integration efforts.

-Fear/Embarrassment/Low Expectations. Parents often rationalize the segre-

gation of their child from.the community due to the lack of community accep-

tance. 'Many parents:feel that'the community will never accept handicapped

persons..-.Furthermore, many parents will admit that it is easier to.institu-

t4zpalize.a child in ahome rather than strive-for community integration.

Exposure of the SPH child to the community is difficult and can be embarrass-

ing:. Student behavior can be unpredictable and will arouse much attention.

As-previously described, however, parent behavior can be shaped to increase'

community exposure for their 'child. Educators who demonstrate to parents their,

willingness to try integration alone and later together will be able to over-

come these parental feelings and aAitudes.

Pattern of.Life Already Firmly `Established. Especially when dealing with

adolescent : -SPH populations, family' life shows a.long history of adjustment

through segregation,and isolation from the community. Requesting that-parents

now take time-to change their lives and that of their child's by requiring

ti

more of the child may be met with disapproval. Just as administratdrs wish

not to,disturb the status quo, parents are often sit' thankful that their child

is now in -school even 'if only fo'r fiVe-six years, that they do not wish to

apply pressure for more integrative, services. This feeling arises from a fear
[

already available. In addition, they may not ,be.aware of the

can-be derived from interactidns.in nonhandiCapped environments.

of information regarding the entrylevel skills for adult, (over

losing what is

benefits which

Provision

21) day support and group home program§ may help facilitate the necessary

changes in attitudes. This assistance will also build their enthusiasm'ih

more innovative programs such as mainstreaming in recreation class or

of

.
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tout programi. Integrative efforts should first begin with children of

0

interested families. These 'families can then participate in recruitment'

Worts with other more resistive families.

Inappropriate Classroom Preparation

The very nature of traditional SPH programs at all age levels

generally restricts community integration efforts. Necessarily, our

focus-is often self-help, motor and rudimentary communication skill train-

ing. Children are segregated at an early age, in, at best, a highly con-

trolled .environment. Skill development is emphasized in areas which in

actuality cannot readily be Practiced in the community on an on-going

bais. For instance; years are spent in training on skills such as toi-

leting, dressing, hygiene, home clean-up, food/snack preparation etc.

These skills, for the most part,-'can be generalized only to a home setting.

to general. SPH individuals have had little community exposure and do not

have the slightest'concept*of,apprppriate social behavior in public or

timple community-type skills such as how to open the door to a shop,

that money is required to purchase items and that eye contact is required

When dealing with people. Although the traditional areas of emphasis,

V course, must be continued, the realm of social behaviOr im public and

community-type skills must also be systematically practiced at early ages.

St` aff Discomfort

As previouslydescribed community integration of SPH adolescents

Can,be difficult, frightening, and embarrassing. Staff will go through
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an incubation period with their thoughts fluctuating between the philosphy

. is,it worth it?' to "this is what its all about." It is important,

to realize that the process does become easier for both staff and students
--?

with repeated exposure. The discomfort is. profitable, however, because

for-the first time one is able to truly empathiZe with parents and Other

family members on the strain associated with community living with a SPH

__child.

Transportation and Insurance Liability

The proposition to begin this type of extensive community.integration

will be ,met with resistance by many sources especially due to constantly-..

rising transportation costs. Negotiations and compromises with the funding

source or adminittrator will'be needed even when the argument is presented

in its most convincing light. Much of our transportation is accomplished

through teacher's vehicles who are reimbursed for travel/either through the

school syttem or-grant funds. Travel reimbursement for %teachers is a recent

phenomenon due to the need for home visits including IEP signing, etc. If .

no funds exist for travel then creativity must .be exercised through one of

i

the following means: organizing parent, university student, or volunteer

car pools, use public transportation with ambulatory students, utilize

facilities within walking distance, bring nonhandicapped peers into school

program, begin full day mainstreaming in a regular high school once a week

utilizing the regular school bus.

Questions regarding liability in the community is -an anticipated area

of concern from administrators and teachers, alike. This matter should be
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discussed with the attorney for the public school system and an appropriate

parental permission form should be developed with his/her input which may
' I

read as follOws:

.understand that, my son/daughter is involved in a program
which proVides systematifs-training in community settings in
order to assist generalization of skill-development. I also

understand-that this may include training in various commu-
nity locations other than school. I hereby give permission,
forimy child to attend and to' be driven to various community
locations by Public School or Project staff for training in
these settings. iThese may include various community settings,
recreational settings, local business (e.g. grocery stores)
and/or public buildings. I understand that prior notice will
'be given to me before any specific transportation is provided,
and that my child will be s.upervised.at all times that he/she
is not at school.

While in the community the same contingencies for negligence are in

effect for handicapped and nonhandicapped persons. That is, if an accident

occurs in a community business or facility due to negligence on its part,

the business or facility is then responsible. If the student is injured

due to his/her own negligence, then the student or family is responsible.

If the supervising teacher is negligent, then the public school system,

:and/or the teacher is responsible. Insuring-proper staff coverage is a

.e prime consideration.

Conclusion

A gradually emerging philosophy in the education of the severely and

profoundly handicapped is that the most appropriate programming for these

individuals must include direct interactions with nonhandicapped persons.

It is believed that such educational policies will facilitate greater commun-

ity integration and thereby, prevent future institutionalization or family

isolation in:the community. In addition, improved effectiveness and function-

ality.Of the training would be realized as well as higher teacher morale and
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expectation for students under such circumstances. However, if this new

philosophy of educational practices with the.SPH.is to occur, educator's

must change traditional curriculum content and training to include: 1)

training in task-oriented skills and social skills which can be readily .

practiced in the community (e.g., task-oriented-skills:, pushing &grocery

cart, carrying a bag while walking, etc., social skills: appropriate

posturing of hands, smiling etc.) and 2) early and continued generalization

training in natural community settings on a regular basis. Without re-

liance on community-derived curriculum content, educators will continue to

teach nomJnctional skills in highly artificial learning environments.

0.
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Characteristics of an Appropriate Education.
for Severely Handicapped-Students

, '

Desptte recent attacks upon the viability of public,. school programming.

(Burton . &` Htrshoren 1979), many cldSstoomhteaChers and administrators are

cOnVirceCthat"Severe unlyand:profodlyhandicapped students can be effec-
:

,.

tiVely Served'in.the pUblic,sChools(Brown, Milcox,Sontag, Vincent, Dodd,

& Gruenwald, 1979; Sontag, Burke .& Yort, 1973; Sontag, Certo, & Button, 1979),

Unquestionably, as more severely handicapped children are identffied for

educational services, the nature of their program will be closely surveyed

and scrutinized by critics. Accountab'ility for educational programming

with severely and profoundly handicapped (SPH) students is currently being

tested in several federal courts (e.g., Mathews v. Campbell, 1979). It is

incumbent on those involved in providing educational services to SPH stu-

dents to carefully assess the impact and effectiveness of classroom pro-

gramming.

This paper was developed in order to help SPH teachers evaluate the

/"appropriateness" of each child's program. Although there are several

publications which discuss instructional programming for SPH students e.g.,

Sontag, Certo, & Smith, 1977, a controversy remains over what appropriate

education is for SPH students (Burton & Hirshoren 1979; Mathews v. Campbell,

1979). The 11 characteristics delineated inn this paper will hopefully

guide teachers in designing appropriate educational programs for SPH students

of all ages and functioning-levels. They include:

1. Classroom schedule
2. Instruction outside of classroom.
3. Specific objectives
4. Functional activities
5.- Age-appropriate curriculum
6. Instruction in small group
7. Instructional cue hierarchy
8.. Integrated therapy



9. Interaction with nonhandfCapped
10. Datitollection-
11. Periodfc revision of IEP'

Classroom Schedule

The initial deyelopment ofan educational program should result in

a structured and specific written schedule depictingmhat each student and

adult in the class should be'doing. A program schedule must reflect a,

minute-by-minute analysis of student and teacher activities from the point

of student arrival to student departure. The classroom schedule should be

written in order to avoid ambiguity about who is responsible for which

activity and with which child. With the use of university students, high

,turnover in classroom aides, and volunteers it is imperative that a schedule

be available for all adults:to.consult.. The schedule is an important tool

for facilitating structure in the SPH classroom." The elements listed

below should be in the classroom schedule.

1. The specific-skills) being taught is identified.
2. The time of day which the skill(s) is to be taught

is identified.
3., The child or group of children receiving instruction

on a speciffic skill area is specifiedj-i

4. The adult responsible .for instruction is identified.
It is expected that teachers would be varied.

5. The setting (hallway, cafeteria, outside, etc.) for
instruction is identified. -

Deyelopment.bfa sOiedule in:thismanner also allows, for careful

analysis of the daily sequencing of activities. It is usually necessary

to vary the -nature of activities from fine motor - sit down type tasks

to those activities which allow for movement around the bUilding or out-

side.



InstrOction'OUtside of-the'Classroom :

second Characteristic of an appropriate education- for SPH students

iNvolves increased levels of instruction outside of the student's classroom.

COntinued instruction on bus riding skills, use of a telephone, making

change,,usin4 the,toilet, eating,, and countless other behaviors must be

conducted in the environments and settings where they are typi cally expected

to occur. The classroom-community service 'delivery "model proposed by Certo,

Brown, Belmore "and Crowner (1977) is viable for SPH students and has

numerous advantages over the classroom-only model.

The classroom training model has been tried for years and has been

-found to be seriously-lading since it-does not facilitate the generalization

of skills nor does it promote efficlency of instructional programming that

allows for training in a variety of stttinigs. rIt'is necessary to program

for skills which occur in their natural environment.

For example, if a teacher desires a student to acquire and perform

the cluster of kitchen clean-up skills necessary to successfully adjust

to the requirements of a part time bus boy position in a local cafeteria,

it is not sufficient to practice wiping off tables in the classroom. It

is specious to assume the student can and will generalize these skills to

the local.cafeteria. To help students succeed to the requiriMents of a_

nonliandicapped- worker environment, training must be provided in real environ-

ments. .

Clearly, extended instruction outside of the classroom violates the

tradition of many TMR classes and SPH programs-currently in existence.

Yet the alternative of continued situation specific learning by students

and self-contained class segregation is no lOnger acceptable. Teachers



must begin to build' goals into the IEP which reflect instruction across

different settings than the classroom.

Specific Objectives

The development and Selection of specific IEP objectiYes for each
Ij

child is a necessary cornerstone of any program.. Witrout objectives

whidhreflect learning conditions, a realiStic crite'ion and observable

behavIor, efforts toPonitor behavior change i.e., 6cational progress
11/

will be inhibited. The accountability of educatio al programs for SPH

students continues to come under scrutiny (e.g. M thewsiv. CaMpbell,' 1979)

and clearly stated objectives are necessary to avoid the ambiguity which
//

results from vague goals.

Objectives should be selected from community-derived curriculum

sequences- which are consistent with the chil* functioning level. They

should be selected in such a way as to suggest the logical order of
//

jensuing o ec ves s 11 sequence. Regretably, many TMR and SPHensuing b. tAr in a skill

teachers elect IEP objectives from developpental checklists, behavioral

screening inventories, and even standardized tests. Identifying student

objectives in this way typically results in goals such-as:

"Harold will jump on one foot for//4 out of 5 trials."
"Sandy will strii.10 beads for/4 out of 5 days."

ThefunctionaLutility ofthesel.goalsfis clearlyladking since few,

enyironmentsTequire.:thesatwo-behaYiors. Furthermore, this goal selection

suggests that teachers:jre.attempting to. to a given test or inven-

tory rather.than building specific behaviors which, cumulatively will

evolve-ln functional independence in the student.



Functiohal Activities

,,Selection qf specific objectives leads to the development and

implementation of funclonal teaching-activities and materials. Brownl

difinesjunctional as "if the student' candot do a given skill would a

teacher have to do it for-him/her." Functional activities are done in

real environments: with real Materials:,
,

.

- 'Below :are:ill114trations of'foctional activities and real-'.materials

as contrasted.with.traditional activities found, in many. SPH and-TMR class-

to tie shoes

to increase_attending
in workshop

to:AeveloParithme-
tit matching. skills

Traditiodal

,.-Usellacingboard

USe,I pegbOaids and
;.beads for lacing

matching colors and
shapes

to develop independent
ambulation skills

o C

to develop motor
_imitation skills

Exathples

to walk or roll in
'wheelchair to dif
ferent points, in
classroom

to copy teacher be-
havior to clap hands,
tap head, and pat
knees

of traditional vs. functional activities can-be generated end-
/

Functional

use real shoes'

.
assemble and pro-
duce real,roducts
frOmhlocalHindustry

matchingpidtures.
communication board
to item in vending
machine

to walk or roll to
different points in
real environments
outside classroom

to copy teacher's
behaviors of putting
fingers to mouth
("eat" sign)

re

lessly. The proliferation of nonfunctional activities can probably be
I ,

traced to several possible origins. First theideluge.of developmental

1
Personal communicatimibetween Lou Brown and Paul Bates April, 1979.
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commercial materials, which have appeared in recent'years.has influenced

TMR and SPH teachers in their choice of materials and accomOanying activi-

ry

ties: Second, there is a strong orientation among many educators that

traditional activities are-necessary "lead-up" skills or critical to the

"readiness" of the child. This philosophy accounts, in,part, for the reason

that 20 year old students have acquired 'isolated skills which have' no

apparent functionality i.e., can match red pieces of construction paper

but cannot identify 'a red coat,from a blue coat., Finally, due to inade-
_

quate teacher'preparation_programs and/or inservice efforts,teachers

frequently do not know what an appropriate standard is for activity selec-

tion.

.-"

Age Approulate Curriculum and Materials

Closely related to the selection of functional activities is the

utilization of curricular_materials and activities that are consistent

with a students chronological age. Regardless of the skill or develop-
/

mental level, as measured by standardized instruments, materials can and

should be,modified to reflect an individual's chronological age. For
. r

. example, a ."velcro dart board may be made available and encouraged as

Via- recreational -- activity for SPH adolescents rathey than a frequently

Used game coniisting of throwing a bean bag into "Bozo's" mouth. Both

of these games require similar skills, but one is clearly more age appropriate

than,. the 'Other.

ClaSseoOmsAndAnttructional settings should also reflect the chrono-

logical age of, the students being seryed. The furniture, physical

bulletin ieards and other characteristics of the .physical

environment must be carefully evaluated in terms of age appropriateness.
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_ Although "Mickey Mouse" and "Peter Rabbit" may be athome in pre-school

or primary classrooms, they should not adorn the walls or bulletin boards

of secondary classrooms regardless of the student's level of functioning.

Both classroom decor and educational activities in.a secOndartclassroom

should reflect an emphasis on preparation for adult living in the least
. .

restrictive environment possible. This is especially true for SPH stu-

dents beCause there is little time to waste. Due-to the severity of their

handiCaps years of public school education are crucial.

Interactions with SPH students should be representative of interac-

tions with any individual within a similar chronological age group. Asr,

we de; not refer to nonLhandicapped 18-21 year olds as "kids" or children;

neither should we refer to SPH 18-21 year-olds as such They too deserve

to be dignified with "young man" or "woman" or at least the somewhat age-

!

less label of "student." Similarly, the practice of delivering physical

affection in'the form'of hugs and kiises or praise such as "Good boy" or

"Good Girl" is all but appropriate for an adolescent/adult age group.

In fact this frequently results in,student imitation. Consequently,

SPH adolescents and adults all but attack by "grabbing," holding hands

with, hugging, and "hanging on" to familiar as well as unfamiliar indi-

viduals who enter their environment.: This problem could be avoided by

modeling appropriate verbal greetings, praise, hand shakes and waves

and expecting/teaching the same.in response. Our goals and expectations

for SPH individuals should be socially equitable (Bellamy, Horner & Inman,

1979). We must, therefore, allow SPH students the respect and potential

risks experienced by nonhandicapped students approaching adulthood. The

utilization of age appropriate curricula and materials is basic to this

concept as well, as to the overriding philosophy of normalization.



Instruction in Small Groups

InstrUction in small groUpi frequently maximizes the opportunity for

observational Ilearning. Although a teacher cannot assume or expect students

to learn hrough observation or imitation alone, the opportunity exists in &:

small group\InStruction, Where it dOes not exist in one=to-one instruction..

Furthermore roup instruction provides an opportunity for peer interaction

and peer reinfo cement. Appropriate interactional skills can be strengthened

within instructi nal groups. Teacher, attention and the delivery of r in-

forcement can be made contingent upon attention to peers and/or teach r

even when a student is not being directly taught.

With the recent emphasis on movement to less restrictive environ
,

it is even more important that SPH students be provided with group in

structional experiences. If a,child has been trained solely in one -t

ents,

-one

instructional sessions, it cannot,be assumed that s/he will be able to

perform adequately in, a group setting, no matter how well s/he had pre

viously been performing. It would not be at all surprising to hear that

an SPH student who h4d.been referred to a less restrictive educational

environment failed because s/hOWnot acquired the skills to work in

groups....

Group instruction requires that

to wait and reMain quietwhile others

each group member learn to' take

retponeand,:perhaps, to raise his/her

hnd and wait :foracknowledgeMent prior to responding.. Without adhering

to -these basic;, ules, grOUp_fnttruction would become chaos: Providing

SPH students wftn,experiericet'fn,groupsand directly teaching the'behaviOrs

required Of!groUp.MeMbertWoulemaxiMize the chance fbr.a successful tran-
k,',

sftion into a less restrictive instructional-setting.
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It is also. very unusual to find a classroom that has a staff to

tUdent ratio which permitskcontinuous one-to-one instruction. Therefore,

it isunrealistic to plan a daily educational schedule for SPH students

which does not incorporate frequent small group instruction. As was

Silted earlier, each period of the educational day should be planned for

Withth sPecific instructionalNobjectives and activities. At no time should

4 student be neglected without an educational plan while other students

being instructed. Therefore, unless there is a one-to-one staff to

tt.Ident,ratio, a teacher must incorporate small group instruction.

Small group instruction does not, however, imply that all students

within a group muSt.be working on the same skill. Individualization within

the group is most appropriate. Each student should have his/her own

%cific objectives which may or may not be the same as the other students

within that group. In order to successfully orchestrate this type of group

Vtivity, the teacher must plan ahead and prepare What s/he is going to do.
ti

Al though it may take time tq develop effective group instruction, we feel

it is. Well worth the time and effort when considering the potential benefits.

Instructional Cue Hierarchy
_

An imoortptgoaldristructional program for SPH students is

to
teach the student to respond to natural environmental cues. However,

e04cators cannot assume learning will occur merely by exposing an SPH

to a task or an. instructional setting. Instead, educators

m4gt systematically plan for skill acquisition as well as the maintenance

4 generalization of newly acquired skills to an individual's natural

g

ellVironment. A major component of a systematic instructional program is

the aPPlication of specific prompting procedures which maximize student
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independence while minimizing errors in an instructional interaction..

Establishing an instructional cue hierarchy which emphasizes the use of

the least intrusive prOmpt will foster independence while encouraging success.

Instructional cues or prompts are those ,extra stimuli that are pro-

videdvided in instructional sessions which facilitate a student's correct respond-

ing. For examplef, when instructing a child to "Sit at the back o the room,"

a teacher may accompany the instructions with a gesture or point t ward

seats at the back of the room. This gestural cue is considered an extra
;

stimulus or prompt which facilitates the student's correct responding.

The types. of effective instructional cues/prompts can varyH from

individual to individual and task to task. Instructional cues range,from

the least intrusive verbal prompts (providing extra verbal instructions)

to gestural (e.g., a point or nod) or model (i.e., demonstrating the

skill for the student) to the most intrusive physical.prompts which in-

volve manually guiding the learner'through the desired task. A general

rule for selecting prompts for an individual learner is to select the

least intrusive prompt that will resultAn an individual student's success.

.However, it is imperative to carefully consider methods of fading the

prompt once correct responding, with the added cue, is consistently occurring.

One method of fading added cues without having to directly with -

draw-assistance is to always allow,the learner an opportunity to initiate

or perform a task indeOendently or at a lesser prompt level (e.g., verbal

before gestural before physical) regardless of the intrusiveness of the

*,

prompt required for success. For example, in many schools a bell rings

to signal the beginning of the lunch period. However, it may require a

number of trials and systematic prompting 0Ocedures to teach an SPH
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student to respond to the bell as an environmental cue. One method of.

prompting a responsetothe bell might include the entire range of prompts.

After the bell rings, the_teacher might wait for a specified period of time

(e.g., 3 seconds) to see if the student will initiate independently, going

to lunch. If the student does not respond'within the time alloted, the

teacher might verbally prompt (e.g., "The bell rang. Go to lunch.") If

still no response (within 3 more seconds), a gestural prompt paired with

the verbal prompt can be used (e.g., point to the lunch area while saying).,

"(student), go to lunch." If the gestural prompt is ineffective (within.

3 seconds), the teacher should repeat the verbal prompt while physically

guiding the student through the response (with as little physical contact

as possible). .Reinforcement should be provided once the response has been

completed regardless of the degree of prompt necessary.

When the student initiates an incorrect response, the teacher should

prevent the error and proceed to amore intrusive prompt to aid correct

responding. This system would allow independence while minimizing errors,

and has a "built7in" method for fading. As the 'student becomes more pro-

ficient at the response s/he will frequently perform the task at a lesser

prompt or even an independent level.

Regardless of the method of prompting used, a teacher should specify

in writing the procedures s/he intends to employ. Time periods allowed

for responding should also be specified so as to promote consistency in

teaching. By carefully selecting and employing systematic prompting pro-

.cedures, a teacher will effect change most rapidly with his/her students.

Learning will occur within an instructional session that is positive for

both the teacher and student.
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Integrated Therapy

Severely handicapped indiviTluais require a variety of ecial Ser:- I

vices (e.g., physical therapy, Tech therapy, and occupational therapy).

The traditional method of delivering these services is to remove the

individual from the ongoing classroom activities and provide the special
.//

service in an isolated therapy Timm. The individual sessions typically/
,

last between. 10 and 30 minutes' in length and are conducted one to three'
//

times a week. With the severely handicapped, short therapy sessions I

/

which occur infrequently/are insufficient/to effect significant behavior

change and are also,an(Inefficient use of specialist staff time.

The integrated therapy model (Sternat, Messina, Nietupski, Lyon,/

and Brown, 1977) is a more effective and efficient model for delivering

special services to the severeilhandicapped. In this model, the.

specialist is heavily involved in an inservice-role, teaching classroom

teachers, aides, and parents how to conduct. and integrate therapeutic

aCtivities within regularly scheduled events. For example, the speech

therapist may provide directions to classroom personnel and parents

regarding how to encourage spontaneous request behavior during snack

and meal time. By teaching a variety of persons to carry out needed

special programs and by integrating these activities throughout a

student's day, the skill development of severely handicapped students

may be significantly improved.

Whenever the specialist person is involved in a direct therapy role,

these activities should take place within the classroom. This practiCe

minimizes the chances that the therapist will work on immediately useful

skills and that other staff will learn how to better carry out these

special programs in the therapist's absence.
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Interaction with Nonhandicapped

142 requires that all handicapped individuals be pro-

.vided with an appropriate education in the least restrictive environment.

According to Gilhool and Stutman (in press), the inteat of this law was

that handicapped persons must be educated with nonhandicapped individuals

to every extellt possible. For the mildly handicapped, this may involve

mainstreaming into some regular classrooms, while for the severely

handicapped, this implies that self contained classes should be located.

within regular public schools.

Interactions with nonhandicapped persons can take many forms and

be of varying degrees. ;'Brown and his colleagues (1979) delineated

the following levels of interaction: a) proximal, b) helping, and

c) reciprocal. At a minimum, severely handicapped students and non-

handicapped persons "hould be involved in proximal interactions. Proxi-

mal interactions are those at place severely handicapped and non-

handicapped individuals tog tFror in common locations. For example, riding

the school bus, school asse lies recess, and eating lunch are all

activities that can be. engaged: in together if the severely handicapped

attend the same schools as their nonhandicapped peers. Helping inter-

actions are those in which the nonhandicapped students assist handi-

capped individuals in various activities such as moving to and frog,

activities, feeding, dressing, playing games, etc. These helping inter-

actions.can be informal and unstructured or can be more systematic in nature

(e.g., tutorial Interaction). The third type of interaction identified

by Brown et al., (1979) was the situation in which both the handicapped

and nonhandicapped students receive some reciprocal benefit from being

with each other over and above the helping relationship. Playing a
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mutually enjoyed game and.voluntarily attending a social event together

are examples of reciprocal interactions,.

In addition to legal and philosophical arguMents in favor of en-

couraging these interactions; there are some data which support the position

that handicapped individuals emit more advanced skills when in association

//with non-handicapped-(Peterson and Haralick, 1977). These interactions

may also benefit. the nonhandicapped by, sensitizing these persons to hail-

dicapping conditions. More inservice efforts should be directed toward

preparing regular educators and students for increasing interactions

with the severely handicapped. As school based interactions are ,'

established, there will be greater opportunity for meaningful inter-

actions to occur within neighborhoods and other community settings.

.Data Collection and Charting

Data collection and charting.of program results are essential com-

ponents of systematic instruction practice with severely handicapped

learners. These skills. are needed to.accurately assess a student's
\ _ ., ,

level of functioning prior to initiating aninstructional program. Once

a program has been initiated, data collection and.charting,enable the

teacher to.make.program revisions and/or decide when a student has

met criterion.

Prior to initiating an instructional program, a baseline assess-

ment should be completed. to determine each student'S entry level into a

particular program. Standardized assessments are frequently insufficient .

in detail.. to provide a teacher with information on 'where to start a stu-

dent in a given program. On the other hand; tasianalytic assessment
1

.(Knapczyk, 1975).iS''one method of data collection that hat proven.use-.



ful in determining where to start a person in an instructional program.

Ih order to complete a task analytiC assessment; all of the, component

skiils of a behavioral objective are identified and listed in serial.

order from topto bottom on a recording sheet. Situations are then

structured in which the teacher systematically observes a student's

performance on each of these component skills.

After a program is started, data collection and charting shbuld

continue on a regular oasis, preferably. daily. The continuous documen-
,

tation of student performance enables the teacher. to make ongoing pro-

gram decisiohs. For example, if a student is not making progress, the

teacher may decide to alter one of the following aspects of the program:

1. Task presentation (e.g., teacher may need to break the
task analysis into smaller component steps).

2. Teacher instructions (e.g., teacher may need to use dif-

ferent verbal instructions, more explicit modeled
demonstrations, and/or greater physical assistance).

3.. Response consequences (e.g., teacher may need to find

amore effective reinforcer).

Although continuous data collection is preferred, other less fre-

quent arrangements (data'probes) are still very useful. However, data

collection and charting'should be due at leaseonce a week for all pro-

grams. At first these behaviors may seem like a cumbersome addition

to one's teaching practice, but the benefits of more sensitive decision

making, greater accountability, and visual recording of siUdent pro-

gress should begin to pay off for the teacher within a very short period

of time.

Periodic Revision of the IEP.

.
Althou h the law reqUires that an IEP be developed annually for

1

each studen ,.there are'no provisions or guidelines regarding more fre-

/



quent periodic review. Thus withdut these guidelines, many program plans

are developed once a year without any formal review occurring until the

next year. This practice is inadequate for severely handicapped per-

sons for several, reasons, including the following: a) learning rates-

of-individual steents are highly variable, b) short term objectives may

need to be revised,-and c) program goals and priorities may change during,

a given school year.

At the beginning of each school year, an IEP should be developed

for each student. This IEP should be formally reviewed and revised

approximately everyitheee months. As classroom teachers and other

Staff begi to consistently collect program data, the need for perio-

dic IEP re isions will become even more clear. With a student'S recorded,.

progress lack of progress as the focal point of IEP review meetings,

programm tic revisions can be made which will 'facilitate a student's pro-

!

gress. The data which are recorded can facilitate periodic IEP revision.

Conclusion

Although these characteristics are by no means totally comprehensive

for the ideal education for SPH students they do provide an important

synthesis of what r9.dearch and clinical practice tell us about effective

programming for the severely handicapped. Clearly, work with families,

materials development and related services i.e. physical education

are also necessary components of an appropriate yet innovative program.

We feel, however, that a number of the characteristics described herein,

especially in the area of age-appropriate functional activities, are
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'Acquisition and'Generalization of Leisure Skills in Severely and
7s.ofoundly Retarded Youth Use of an Electronic Pinball Machine

The development of nologically age appropriate leisure skills for

severely and profouhdly handicapped (SPH) youth'ha,, rci.:7:ived very limited atten-

tion from investigators, ( Brown, Branston, Hamre-Niv.upski, Pumpian, Certo

and Gruenwald, 1979), Traditionally, recreation programs have focused.on simple,.

repetitive arts and crafts activities (Amary, 1975) or skills such as doll play;

block play, bead stringing, ball rolling (Whitman, Mercurio & Capronigi, 1970)

which are not age appropriate activities when used with adolescents and adults.

The issue of chronological age-appropriateness has at times been contra-

'versial partly.because of the difficulty in identifying 'skills which are consis-

tent with SPH individuals' skill level (Wehman, 1976) and partly because some

professionals feel SPH individuals should have freedom to use their leisure

time in whatever way they see fit, even if the behavior is anti-social. The

latter point, of course, raises the issue of whether SPH persons who rock all

day long in a ward dayroom are in fact utilizing their free time in such a way as

to be accepted in society. It also raises the issue of how SPH youth can ever be

aware of the reinforcing aspect immunity-based recreation facilities without

access to them (Ayllon & Azrin, 1968).

Consistent with age-appropriate leisure. skill philosophy must be a commit-
,

ment to community-based-programs which reflect an opportunity for SPH individuals

to interact with nonhandicapped peers. Recreation programs which only provide

access to other severely handicapped people fall short of integration. Yet if

severely handicapped individuals are to learn to enjoy the potentially reinforcing

community recreational facilities, then training must take place.in
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Therefore the present developed in order to evaluate instruc-

tional procedures used for training leisure skills to four severely and profoundly

mentally retarded males. Two studies were conducted. The first program was

characterized by systematic instruction (Snell, 1978) in a closed setting initially

with frequent generalization probes into the community,.i .e. , the public.'school

In the second study, training

environments.

repeatedly alternated between school and community

The skill involved in 'both studies was operating an electronic

pinball Machine, tYpical

Participants and Setting.

The .three participants, Stan, Ron, and Ralph are black males, ages 14, 21

and 18. They have been classified profoundly retarded (Stan) and severely re-
,

of the type found in most restaurants, lounges and hotels.

Study I

Method

tarded with all measured IQ's below 30. None of these. individuals are verbal

and expressive .communication skills mere minimal although Stan and Ron were

learning picture communication skills. Both Stan and Ralph regularly engage in

self-stimulating behaviors. Ron would emit noises while placing his hands folded

under his chin and Ralph would frequently rock rapidly back and forth and flap

arms. Before this program was initiated none of these participants had ever

seen an electronic pinball machine nor exhibited chronologically age-appropriate

\ leisure skills.

The setting was in a public school for.severely handicapped .students in

Richmond, Virginia. A cooperative relationship eXisted between the Richmond

Secondary SPH project staff and public school teachers for program implementation.



The study also tnclude&generalIzation probes.lhcomtunity recreation settings

aflocalboWlinsj alley.With five pinball machines) during school hours.

Rationale for Skill' S elect' on

Due to the efforts of the third author, a local restaurant donated an

electronic pinball machine to the school. From an early point it was evident

that pinball could be an excellent skill for leisure instruction- due to:

(a)' the limited motor behavior required for operating the_machine, (b) the age

,appropriateness of the skill,,(c) the machine's availability in the community
I

'

which accessed many neenvironments for the students, and (d) the reactive

consequences of operating'the machine itself. The successful demonstration of

this machine in the community would present Stan, Ron and Ralphin a more posi-
'

tive light to nonhandicapped_\ eople as well, and hopefully, while displaying

incompatible pinball behaviorytheir inappropriate;--self-stimulatory behavior

would be minimized.

Task Analysis

A task analys.k of pinball performance was developed and formed the basis

.for instruction. The-task anal*s provided a step by step sequence ofhow:to

V

operate.an:electronicpinball:machtne.

adaOted'.6:fit the:particular pinball,Plachine Which ,was'donated to

..projett:And Winclude Steps, neOssary.'for 'playing pinball . "in the community for:

Thetask analysis was modified and

the school

generalization purposes. The task analysis utilized can be found in Table I.

Insert Table I About Here

nstructional Procedures

After a stable baseline was established, an instructional training step was

'selected for each student. The step was the first in the sequence in which the

individual was unable to complete indePqntlently .during, baseline. -All 'twee

... 91? '64
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participants began instruction on step five based on baseline data. A 15-

minute training session was begun each 'day by (1) a staff Person first model-

.ing or demonstrating.entire'skill; (2) and then instructing the participant on

how to play pihball by providing repeated practic&on the choosen training

step(s). Usually five trials were given for.each participant.

The teacher used an instructional cue hierarchy system (Alberto & Schofield,

1979;' York,;Williems & Brown, 1976) in which the teacher first waits for an

independent ,response- (participant self initiates and completes steps). If the

response is not,emitted the student is provided with the following levels of

assistance, in order until the appropriate response is- elicited: verbal prompting;

,

staff. modeling; gesturing from staff or physical guidance. Social reinforcement

was delivered immediately upon the exhibition of the correct response when elici-

-ted through any level.of assistance.' Several different teachers were utilized for

generalization. Each participant waited for his turn at instruction and did

have the opportunity to watch his peer receiving training.

Behavior Observation and Reliability.

Five training trials on the step targeted for instruction were given during

a 15 minute instructional sessionon a daily basis. Once_a week, however, non-
,.

-reinforced. probe data were then collected on the entire skill to monitor progress.

A non-reinforced probe Included the teacher giving a general cue "Stan, play

pinball", followed by observation of student behavior in a step by step fashion.

A plus was recorded if the step was completed correctly and a minus if not com-

pleted or if performed incorrectly. A percentage of steps completed independently

was calculated after for each session.

A second observer also took* data once a week during baseline,and instructional

,phases to assess the reliability of measurement. Inter-rater reliability on this

ta'ranged 'from .96 to 1.00.,
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G.

neralization Probes

As participants approached criterion, within the school setting, generali-

zationf probes were conducted at a nearby communitY recreation facility (i.e., a

bowling alley with available pinball machines) during school hours on a weekly

basis. Staff members demonstrated the skill, provided a verbal cue and waited

for a response. Continuous verbal and social reinforcement was used after an

appropriate response was made such as hitting a ball with tfie flippers. Correct

or incorrect pinball steps were recorded and a percentage of correct responses

was established for each probe as with school sessions.

Social, Behavior Observation

During generalization probes in the community settings, it became appar-
,

ent that two students, Ron and Ralph were attracting adverse attention from

nonhandicapped consumers due to their exhibition of high-rate sterotypic be

haviors. A momentary time sampling procedure was utilized to assess this sec-

ond behavioral variable ((i.e., their levels of'appropriate versus inappropriate

behavior while waiting their turn.to play the pinball in a real community

setting). A ate behavior during these samples was defined as 1.) standing

still '2 being quie , (i.e., exhibiting zero sterotypic noise-making), and

.3) 'looking in direction of pinball machine being operated or looking around .

area approPriately, (f.e., zero wall or shoe staring), and 4) arms could be cros-'

. sed over chest or hands in pockets. The definitions of inappropriate behavior

were individualized for each student. Inappropriate behavior for Ron,.included

body rocking, roaming, fingers in ears, hands clenChed together and held'on

upper chest, and noise making. Ralph's inappropriate behaviors were defined as

flapping and clapping arms/hands, jumping up and down in place, body rocking,

and hands stiffly extended and held around upper chest or face.
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Forty momentary time samples were obtained during each session by a rater

observing the student every tenth second for 240 seconds and determining whe-

ther the student was exhibiting appropriate or inappropriate behavior as defined

above. The percentage of inappropriate behavior samples were calculated for

each session. Itter-rater reliability ranged from .87 to 1.00 with a second

rater.

Techniques .to Reduce Inappropriate Responses in Public

As observation samples continued over numerous sessions, it became,evident

that the development of appropriate social behavior would also require inter-

vention procedures. °The program whi.ch was then initiated directly in the com-

munity setting consisted generally of helping the students to exhibit accep-

ta le behaviors while waiting for their turn to play pinball. With the students

th program was denoted as "how to look cool" and..."look cool" was the verbal

tje used. This terminology Was used because the inner-city students, even though

non-verbal and severely retarded, seemed to be receptilie to the term.

Staff and participants role-OtaYed at school using modeling and verbal

prompting paired with social ,and tangibleNTeinfOrcement-at end of each practice

Session.. Other practice Sessions using the 'same, procedures were given in the

community setting with frequent verbal\reminders to "look.cool.". Before a post-

recording session, staff explained a con ingency that if the student exhibited

the appropriate "cool" behaviors while watching their friend play pinball, that

. .

the participant would receive tangible reinforcement (i.e., a coke). Data were

then taken using the same time sampling method Used.during the previous non-

intervention phase..

Experimental Design

A multiple baseline design across subjects (Hersen Barlow, 1978) was em-

ployed to evaluate the program effectiveness of pinball per with three

subjects and increasing inappropriate behavior with two subjeCts. For pinball

57



performance, weekly non-reinforced probe data were collected through the coUt:se

of the program. In this multiple baseline designi,:baseline procedures were`

initiated with all students at the same time; however, the implementation of

instructional procedures was staggered across different points in time. With

the three'students, instruction first began with Ron, while baseline procedures

continued with Stan and.Ralph. As Ron's progress increased, Stan's instruction

began and only Ralph remained in a non-intervention.phase.- Finally, as Stan

acquired more-training steps, Ralph's instruction began. Program effectiveness

can be evaluated through this design if baseline data of non-intervention sub-

jects independent of the progress' seen in intervention phase subjects

o.
and as instruction is implemented with each student in:turn, the same progress

is observed.

The effeCtiveness of techniziues to increase appropriate social behavior

while waiting was also-evaluated through a multiple baseline design across the

-two students, Ron and Ralph. That is, baseline samples were gathered on both

students but-intervention techniques were implemented with Ron only, for two

sessions while observation samples were continued. With Ralph. As Ron's behavior

becalm more appropriate based on sample data, intervention was begin with Ralph.

Results

Figure 1 shows the baseline rates of pinball behavior remained stable or

low prior to intervention'for each student and increased proficiency can be seen

in Pinball performance as intervention was implemented in turn for Ron, Stan

and Ralph.

Insert Figure 1 About Here

Figure 1 also shows data collected from generalization probes in the community
a

setting. The first generqization probe for each participant shows a decrease

in pinball performance compared, to school performance particularly in Ron.
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Variability is also seen in the data collected from the first several generali-

zation probes and greater stability in the generalization data is seen after

four or five community trips for all three students.

Figure 2 shows the.secondary social behavior samples over the generalization

Insert Figure 2 About Here

sessions as well as several samples in the school setting after intervention

had been implemented and stimulus control established. Clearly both students

exhibited high rates of the defined inappropriate social behavior. Upon inter--
1

vention Ron rapidly and markedly exhibited fewer inappropriate responses,

thereby, exhibiting increased appropriate social behavior. While interven-

tion was implemented with Ron, Ralph's behavior was Simply observed-for an

additional two sessions. During those sessions, observations continued to

show high rates of inappropriate behavior for Ralph. However,,once intervention

was implemented behavior samples of Ralph also showed rapid and continued

reduction ofinapPropriate behavior in.a public setting.

In the final four obiervation samples, students were observed beak in the

school setting under.the same reinforcement contingencies. Samples showed that

the exhibition of inappropriate behavior remained low for both young men in the

school setting.

Study II

Method

Participant and Setting

Sam is a severely retarded nonverbal male who is 15 years of age. He is

severely spastic, with limited use of one hand and exhibits an uncoordinated

gait. Sam exhibits simple eating and dressing skills. Hissocial behavior is
e,

'frequently characterized by shrieks and noncompliance. Much of Sam's pinball

training took
t

place-in the same public school setting described in the previous

crease.'study; however, in order.to he amount of training in the community,
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instructional sessions alternated between the school and,a local bowling alley

which had pinball machines This community training was also completed during

.school hours.

Instructional Procedures

The training procedure and task analysis utilized were identical to those

described, in Study I. The graduated cue hierachy of verbal cues model and

demonstration, and physical guidance were:used depending on Sam's response

level. Social reinforcement was delivered immediately upon successful comple-

tion of steps. Sam received approximately 10 - 15 minutes of training prior to

a post-test on each step called a non-reinforced-probe. As stted'above, train-

ing and data collection occurred in school and in a community setting on an

alternating, basis, (i.e., one training day occurred in school and the next train-

ing day in the community).

Behavior 'Observaion.

. :Progress n pinball peeformancellas assessed using non-reinforced probe

data after a stable baseline'Of Pre-intervention pinball skill was establiihed.
.

As in StUdy I, mm-re.;nforced probe data consisted of obseriiiro which steps in

the task analysis Sam could complete independently following the verbal cue,

"Sam, play pinball." Data were collected after%training'in school and community

setting. A percentage of steps completed independently was calculated after

each session. Inter-rater reliability co-efficients with a second rater once

weekly rangrAl from .96 to 1.00.

Experimental Design --

An alternating treatmeats design (Barlow & Hayes, 1979) was used to eval-

uate the instructional program. This design has been used rarely to assess

treatment variables across different environments but it lends itself to

assessing generalization.

GO



Results

Figure shows data collected on Sam's pinball performance in each sepa-

rate environment. Circled dots are school.prObes;,non-Circled dots are community .

I n s e r t . .Figure 3 AbOutHere
.... . ...

.Sam deMonstrated steady improvement in operating:the electronic pinball mach-

ine in bothenvirOnmentS as revealed in Figure 3 by an increasing proficiency

overa tots of 17 instructional ;sessions. It is of note, however,. that both.

baseline sessions in the community andTthe first four community generalization

probes after intervention showed lower performance on the pinball steps than
*

seen in the School baseline sessions'or the first five probes after instruction

at school.'. Mean percentage'Of steps-completed independently in both settings

over all sessions also show. higher performance in the- school setting, (7-School

Baseline: 47%; TCbmmunity Baseline,: 42%;17School PerforMance: 71%; X Com-

MUnity Performance 70 %). This trend appears less conspicuous as instriktionl

in the two settings continws, in that, out -of the final six probes, with three

at school .and thred'in.the.community,-the three community probe's-are equal or

..hilher than the school probes.

General Discussion

The present training program is only one indication of hOW a.chronologi-

cally age appropriate leisure skill, in this tase pinball, can be taught to 's

/severely and profoundly retarded adolescents.- There are many other leisure ..............
'.- ....... . ....... . ...........

skills such as bowling, football, and throwing darts (Schleien, Wehman &

Kiernan, Note I) which also can be traine.N. These types of skills not\only

,

add appropriate leisure skills to the repertoire of an SPH youth, but also

open 1up many new community environments which the student is now prepare*to

visit, equipped with some skill proficiency for partial or full participation
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There are several important aspects of these two studies which should be

noted. First, the need for generalization training in the community is under-

scored by the examination of the results in both studies. In Studies I and II,

skill performance, in general, was lower in the natural environment than in the

schocA,Setiing, perhaps due to'the many situational distractors which could not

be controlled. We also see, however, that with repeated exposure in the commun-

ity, performance in controlled settings (i.e., school) and in a natural setting

tecomes most comparable (Neef, Iwata & Page, 1978). Secondly, as seen in Study

I, generalization training in the community may more clearly emphasize to educa-

tors the need to begin dealing with secondary social behaviors and to examine

measurement and manipulation techniques of such behaviors. For instance, in

,

Study I, although skill performance was generalized to the natural environment

with training, it was clear that the job of educating students to function ade-

quately in that environment did cease at that point.- Appropriate social be7

havior while involVed in the task-oriented activity also had to be systematic-

alTr-app-raached---Third,_b_oth studies show that real community environments

can be used effectively not .only fora practice setting, but also for initial

training environments. StUdy I,. for instance, control over inappropriate

-social .behavior was obtained first in the community setting and then general,

ized to school.. In Study Ii, although mean-levels of performance were consis-

tently lower in the real community setting, the differences between the per-

formance in both settings were not great and eventually progress became equal in

both settings.

It is also important to note the following general points regarding this

-work: First, the training techniques were empirically validated in experi-

mental designs. Second, the classroom-community model described (Certo, Brown,

Belmore & Crowner, 1977) was implemented and the logistical difficulties of



community-based programming were worked through. Third, the philosophical base

of, normalization was establishe$ through the selection of a leisure skill which

is clearlyage-appropriate for SPH adolescents and young adults.

*v:



Figure- Captions

Figure L Pinball Performance at School and in the Community
for Three Students

Figure Z.

Fi-gure 3

Secondary Social Behavtor During Pinball Practice::

Pi nbal l. Performance Alternating Between. School and

the.Community.
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Reference Note

Note 1,\ Schleien, S., Wehman, P., Kiernan, J. Teaching leisure skills

to severely mUltihandicapped students. Manuscript submitted for

publication, 1980
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Integration of Severely and Profoundly Retarded Youth Into'ComMunity

Recreation Programs: A Social Validation

.
One of the most exciting aspeCts of program development for severely and

profoundly retarded individuals is factIftating their integration into community

programs and facilities. A-thajor problem facing educators in this area, however
4 / 'f O.// .

-is-that-most parents of severely retarded persons expressa-reluctance or ina6ility

to help their sons and/or daughters become involved in community activities. For

\
.

.

example, there-is usually some recalcitrance about enrolling 'a severely or
411

prOfoundly retarded child into normal community functions such as Boy Scouts,

church groups, or recreation classes: Participation in these, type of social

activities is typically characterized by speOial classes or programs for only

handicapped persons. In fact, it is not uncommon for substantially handicapped

-individuals, such as the severely and'profoundly retarded, to be excluded from

these segregated programs.

If we are to reverse the perpetual cycle of parent reluctance to involve

severely retarded youth into normal community activities, then it is crucial,

for teachers and administrators to lead the way in romoting community integration.

-To\combat this cycle, we'must first understand it. Parents who show a long

history of isolating a'severely handicapped child, as well as themselves, within

the home often express fear of emb'arassment with their child in public and the

consternation of previous rejection by the community in general. In addition,

generally low.expectations are held regarding the benefits to their child or to
o

nonhandicapped people from greater community integration. The, problem with this

line of thinking is, of course, that the family is viewing integration from their

vantage point only; the fact is that we simply do not know community attitudes

regarding planned integration of severely handicapped people.`; It is probably

safe to say'that the vast majority of nonhandicapped people in'this country have

had minimal contact with severely and profoundly retarqd individuals. In fact,

many people are not even aware that individuals, with such substantial social,

.63 7f.. \
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communication, and physical handicaps exist. Therefore, the reaCti/7on of the

community.toward social and physical integration of severely ha dicapped youth,
/

must be examined. We assume that a social group of nonhandiciped teenagers

would react unfavorably to the addition of one or two severely handicapped peers,

but this may not be the case-. Although, we can assume that a random "dumping"
//

Of severely retarded youth into community programs wil 'be a predictable disaster,

it is possible that individuals who are (not at all educationally oriented may
7

derive. strong emotional reinforcement from interaction with severely handicapped __,

. ,/ -----<
people. The'feelings and attitudes of nonhandicapped people must examtfild

objectively and this information then must be conVet-ed to parent-S-and-administra-
-.

tors in 'order that they may base their judgements on more complete information

(Voeltz, 1980).

The present paper is directed toward describing a planned community inte-

gration process for severely and profoundly retarded youth (ages 10-21) emphasi-

zing recreational and social activities with nonhandicapped individuals. In

addition; survey data collected from the nonhandicapped participants involved in

/

the program-is reported and discussed. These data reflect the perceptions of

nonhandicapped persons relevant to SPH youth as they emerge 'into the mainstream

of the community.

Why Integrate Severely and'Profoundly'Retarded'Youth'Into
ComMUnitY.ProgramS?

More than, once theabove question has been asked. To some parents, teachers,

and administrators the integration issue is controversial. Our position is that

merely living and attending school in the.community is not sufficient.. Handicapped
1

individuals must have opportunities to participate in programs with nonhandicapped

peers. Furthermore, participation may take different forms depending on the in-

tensity of the student's handicap. High vels bf recreational competence will not

a.



be the critical variable but social acceptance will be. Social acceptance will

be.determined by the nonhandicapped peers. TWo major reasons for community

integration of. the SPH population are described below.

Development of Appropriate Social Behavior

Severely and profoundly retarded youth will not learn acceptable social

skills and may exhibit inippropriate behavior excesses i.e., running down the

hall, bizarre giggling, inappropriate hugging, public masturbation, hand floppin

unless there is a consistent presentation of appropriate peer models (Snyder,

Apolloni, and Cooke, 1977). We have found, for example, that many severely

retarded individuals will markedly reduce sterotypical behaviors upon. placement'

into an environment where these behaviors do not-occur. One'such student, exhi-

bited a nearly continuous moaning response during time sample observations 'at

lunch in a segregated setting, whereas during samples taken with an EMR high

school group the behavior was observed below 20% of samples during several

sessions. For '0,ther SPH students, behavioral contingencies will be needed to

reduce these common behaviors.

Increase in Range of Experiences

Community-based leisure and social programs for nonhandicapped people usual-
.

ly provide for a greater array of activities thanthe ones which have been identi-

fied as being appropriate for severely retarded individuals. For example, playing

pinball in a local restaurant is not an activity usually planned for severely

retarded individuals because_tbejf have not typically been viewed as having the

necessiary competency. Unfortunately, this expectation is a self-fulfilling

prophecy,Lthich effectively omits\severely retarded persons from experiencing

this opportunity.
, ;.
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Community -BasedluriittBastd __Re,tareati on : The Range of Options

.
There am numerous notions or resources availdble for integrating

severely and profoundly retarded youth into community-based recreation and

social programs. These include participation in scout groups, evening recre-

ation classes, team sport participation in practice sessions, generalization

training in age-appropriate community
)

leisure skills such as darts, pinball,

bowling, attending dan
lc

es, spectator sports and movies. In the first year of

the Richmond Secondary Project for Severely/Profoundly Handicapped we have been

involved with integrating youth into selected activities. Below is a brief re-

port of the logistics and rationale for selection of an, activity, the positive

impact which has accrued, and the problems encountered.

Planned Integration

Participation in Scout Groups Scout troops provide a readily accessible

resource to begin community integration with SPH young adults. In general,1

\troop leaders are open to the concept and since many activities are sedentary,

'multiply handicapped and nonambulatory students can also be mainstreamed into

the grou0. ,Contact should be made with the general scout association who will

provide names of leaders in the selected student's neighborhood. Attending a

tmeeting prior to the handicapped student's first meeting:to orien participants

and leaders is advised. Special emphasis should be placed on treating the handi-

capped person as a young adult.

During mainstreaming efforts, the type of.socitalinteractions occurring

.between the handiCapped persons'andnonhandicapped should be closely examined.

If
\

the 'interactions which occur 'remain on a greeting-type or instructional- type.
1

level only, some intervention may be needed to encourage and reinforce higher



level social interactions. Figure 1 presents observational data on the

interactions in a. mainstreaming program with NO handicapped girls in separate

Insert Figure 1 About Here

scout troops. Aileen, a profoundly, multiply handicapped adolescent girl,

was involved in a regular girl scout troop with nonhandicapped girls ranging

in age from 13-18 years old. Fortunately, no intervention was required with

this troop in that social interactions developed naturally during the second

meeting and rose to a higher level by the fifth meeting. Social interactions

now occur readily.

Figure 1 shows the. number and type of interactions initiated by nonhandi-

capped part cipants per'scout meeting for the first seven meetings. These

'interact ans. were'greetingsOnStructional'interaCtiOni, ancrsOCialinteractions.

Greet/lngS were defined as a hellogood-bye or waving response. Only one hello.

Or good-bye.respOnse was counted per person.- An/instructional interaction
./-

Consistef.a verbal and/or physical responseto assist the handicapped student

in participating in the activity occurring./ Only one instructional response

was counted for the entire interaction-between the handicapped person and a

nonhandicapped person on a particular` instructional point for five minutes or

two seconds until the interaction,:ceased for a 20 second period, That is, an

instructional interaction consisted of a nonhandi-capped person coming in cloSe
//

proximity to the'stUdent and /helping her in some way. As soon as the physical

,/

or verbal help ceased fo/a 20 second period, the interaction closed. If 1,,

.after the 20' second period, the interaction resumed, it was counted ag'in as

a second instructional 'response. Social interactions were defined as saying
,

or asking-something unrelative to the activities or to greetings which Wat not

considered.Wassment. If the social interaction ceased for .a 26 second

period 'and/resumed again, two-responses were counted.: Harras,iment behavior



was observed as well; however, no harrassment interactions have oc'urred to

date.

In another girl scout troop with a different student, Joan, intervention

was required to develop 9reater social and. instructional interactions. This

determination was made by the troop leader as well as )roject staff. The troop

leader, in particular, desired that the nonhandicapped girls participate in

pushing the student's wheelchair on field trips and speak directly with the

student even though she is nonverbal. Various forms of intervention were

discussed; however, the troop leader preferred to have a private meeting with

-the nonhandicapped scouts to discuss the situation. Figure 1 also shows the .

interaction data from this troop. The types of interactions were defined in

the same way as with the previous troop. The handicapped student in this

instance, however, was less motorically involved than Aileen as she exhibited

full use of arms and hands, showed outgoing social behavior and approximated

some words such as "hi", "bye", etc. Data represented in Figure I clearly show

increase sin social and instructional type interactions following the trO6p

leaders intervention and the nonhandicapped girls have not appeared to resent

the "lecture they received.

Inter-rater reliability coefficients ranged from .89 to 1.00 from both

troops.,' Boy scout troops i-equire more physical behavior in the part of the

student due to he nature of the traditional activities. However, only

partial participation iS required to begin and sustain interactions with

handicapped people. v/

-Scout troops, in general, provide, perhaps one of the, fun areas where

the trainer-advocate could eventually be fully faded from the situation.

Parents would only bg needed.for transpoi-tation,.thus, it may be a situation

where a severely retarded person Could function independently with nonhandicapped



Attending a Community Recreation Class

Locally operated recreation classes for adults provide another resource

for community integration. of severely'retardedyoung adults. These. could. .

include dancing exercise, painting, ceramics, weavingi etc.. Classes are

iodated at or recreation centers in most neighbOrhoods. InstructOrs

requiring a minimum enrollment will'usually welcome another student especially

when accompanied by a special trainer. Contact with the instructor should be

made prior to the first class to describe the student's abilities and liabili-

ties andthe-concept of partial participation (Brown et al, 1979). During the

cTasses modeling and advocacy is utilized to reduceiapprehension in the

nonhandicapped participantsAnd provide information.,

We have found that workshop - type classes such as-ceramics provide an

excellent opportunity to integrate students who exhibit some aberrant mild

Sterotypics. During such classes most participants are highly involved in

their own projects; therefore, their attention is not focused\directly on their

fellow classmatesor the instructor.

One profoundly retarded 20 year old woman was integrated into this type

of class for a four week one evening a week. Margot was ambulatory,

nonverbal,: frequently tio.JApliant, and exhibited sterotypic moaning responses

at high rates. Margot generally refused to participate in any type of programming,

including even eating her lunch at school, without frequent physical prompting.

The objective of the integration effort was to observe her behavior outside

of the segregated school environment, where she was exposes only to students

younger-than herself and also significantly handicapped. It was believed that

when exposed to -a group of nonhandicapped adults absorbed in personal projects,

that she would self-initiate some participation in a project and exhibit fewer



stereotypic responses. To illustrate the lack of nonhandicapped participant

attention focused on Margot within this .type of class situation, Figure 2 shows

Insert Figure 2 About Here

the percent of samples in which Margot exhibited stereotypic moaning responses

per session. Data were collected through a simple momentary time sampling

Procedure, through which, every 10 seconds, the rater looked up at. Margot

and determined whether or not she was moaning/breathing heavily for that

second only. Twenty time samples were collected per session and two obser-

vation sessions were collected during each of the four classes. Inter-rater

reliability was established with a second rater at 1:00. Although some minor

improvement may be seen in Margot's behavior over the sessions, Margot after

a long history of segregatiOn from the community, appeared anxious in the new

environment and continued to\exhibit high rates of the stereotypic response.
\

The importance orthese data is that these responses did not disturb the

class appreciably. It was observed that during the second clasSt the

instructor brought a radio to play in the room but no complaints were issued

by any participant. As will be seen in the next section, the attitudes of

participants and instructors were also surveyed and show strong agreement with

--77-ttlg7loancept_of_integration even with an individual exhibiting these types of

behaviori and low rates of on-task behavior.

Use of Pinball Machines in aiPubliO'Bowling Alley.

Skill selection of 'age40Proliriate leisUre training Is integral to

Community integr*tiOn effOrts. If large` amounts ofsthool timk..are spent on

craft-type skills to the exclusion of skills such as pinball which can be

generalized into the comMunitY, the options for different environments in

which the students can be, integrated are limited. Obtaining a used pinball
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machine and teaching this relatively simple task during breaks or structured

leisure time in school, opens up several community environments in which

, integration can take place near the school or the home. Management and

consumers within the pinball environment are accustomed, adolescent-type

horseplay; therefore,-the situation provides room for slocial error as well

as an environment in which structured training of leisure and social behavior

can take place. Real community settings can not only be practice environments

but also initial instructional environments. For instance, simple intervention

strategies can be implemented to increase appropriate behavior (e.g., posture)

or reduce sterotypic behaviors in public. Figure 3 shows observational data

Insert Figure 3 About Here

collectedoon two students who exhibited high rates of inappropriate behavior

.while waiting for their turn to play pinball. .Again-;,,a momentary time sampling

procedure was utilized in which. the rater looked at the student every tenth

second during the waiting period and.determined the appropriateness of the

student's behavior for that moment only. A plus was recorded forappropriate

behavior when the students: 1) were standing still, 2) hands and arms down

or hands in pockets and 3) were looking in the direction of the pinball machine.

A minus was recorded when students were emitting any type of noise making

responses, rocking responses, or when their hands were positioned in a

sterotypic 'ashion around the face or upper .chest. Inter-rater reliability
.

ranged froth .93 to 1.00 with second rater. Since these types of inappropriate

behaviors tended to bring adverse attention to, the students, intervention was

initiated. Teaching consisted of simply,modeling the appropriate behavior and

allowing repeated practice with the verbal cue "...Be cool". The potential

reinforcement (y.e., a coke) was also shown 4 each student prior.to the-time
.

sampling procedure. Figure 3 shows rapid decreases'in inappropriate behavior



'samples first for Ron as intervention was initiated. Ralph, the second

student's inappropriate responses'remained at high levels while intervention

was put into: effect for Ron but not directly implemented with him during the

12th session, the inappropriate behaviors decreased to a near zero level.

The decrease in inappropriate behavior also generalized back to the

school leisure area as seen in Figure 3. These data show tHat both teaching

and learning can occur effectively in real community settings.

'Visitin a Fast Food Restaurant

Eating at fast food restaurants is a behavior which is so ingrained in

our society, it too is an appropriate teaching environment. Teaching some or

all of the steps involved in going to a fast food restaurant will usually be

viewed as a most functional/practical skill area by parents and other family

members. In addition, families may be more interested in participating in

maintenance training:in this setting, thereby, increasing their role in the

community integration process of the student.

Figure 4 shows efforts to assist one young man in ordering his lunch

Insert Figure 4 About Here

through the use of picture communication cards at several of these restaurants.

Progress-was slower than expected largely because the nonhandicapped waiters

tended to look toward the trainer for instruction rather than the trainee.

Also, the student, often did not..push the card far enough overop_the counter

or wait for cashier to ' understand the order. Sallie cashiers had to fumble for

their eyeglaSses and early, in training to our ,'chagrin, some students rather

than waiting preferred to grab the food items for themselves.
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Perceptions of Nonhandicapped Individuals

Purpose of Social Feedback

Although the aforementioned experiences appear to be beneficial for the

severely and profoundly retarded youth who have been involved, it is also

crucial to assess how the nonhandicapped individuals perceive their partici-

pation (Kazdin; 1977; Wolf, 1978). In order to evaluate community receptivity

to.the integration efforts which have taken place to date, a social feedback

scale was designed. This scale is presented in Table

Insert Table 1 About Here

The items were developed according to three bjectives: 1) to assess the

feelings and attitudes of nont4ndicapped person who interacted with or have

been in close proximity to a severely /profoundly retarded perSon for(the-first

time in their lives, 2) to examine whether the environment was accepting of

the handicapped individual based upon nonhandicapped persons judgement, and

3) to determine whether the concept of normalization (i.e., that the handicapped

should interact with nonhandicapped and can 'benefit from these experiences) was

a commonly held notion to the nonhandicapped individuals surveyed. It was

believed that this information was unretrievable prior to our planned integration

efforts e to community's lack of experience with the SPH population, in

general. In addition, it was hoped that such information whether positive or

negative would have direct impact on the restrictive-type programming prevalent

in the education of the more severely handicapped.

The social feedback scale was administered to nonhandicapped individuals

randomly during community visits to all of the environments described above.

and was administered only once to aigiven nonhandicapped person. The scale

therefore, was filled out by adolesc/ents (e.g.; from Boy Scouts and Girl ScOut

activities) and adults (e.g., from participation in community recreation programs



such as ceramics classes or from fast food restaurant consumers/staff). Only

two individuals refused to fill out the form and these were staff at *a local

bowling alley. Nonhandicapped people were given a folded form and told simply

that we wanted their honestfeelings about the program. When completed, they

were asked to fold the form and return it to the special trainer. A total of

19 forms have been completed. Of the 19 respondents, 10 were adults andnine

/ I 41

were teenagers (at least 13 or older). All had been exposed to .a severely or

profoundly handicapped perton for at leag two hours but no more than

/
approximately 10 hours. The scale itself was designed to insure a "pia se-

/

level change, that is, all items required a level of agreement,f6-,a response

Therefore, respondents could not simply agree)wittverything\isked and st \ll

but three statements were written in the negative the positive.
//

express consistent-attitudes on the scale as a whole.

Results from Social Feedback

To date, results have been strongly encouraging. Table 2 provides a sum-

.........
Insert Table 2 About Here

mary Of the .data-on eackftem. No significant differences were found in the

data collected from-the-sdiffe-Yelit-ehVii6nments described above; therefore, all

data are summed. Means andiresponse ranges are presented. Mean responses to

item a indicates that the SPH group ii, indeed, a highlyYisible group during/

integratIon trials in the commhnity. Strong disagreement to item 2 shows that

of thejfidicliduals we surveyed the belief that a handicapped person, no matter

-how handicapped has a right to participate\in these community activities

was firmly held. .Responset to items 3 and 4 indicate that the nonhandicapped

, . . 1

-participants and instructor types believe that a severely' handicapped person

Can benefit from a community activity and can benefit from being in a group of

honhandicapped,people._ Strong disagreement on item 5 shows that the respondents
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believed that they could somehow benefit frlOm being around the handicapped

. ,

student and his teacher and unexpectedly, responses to item 6 show that the

surveyed individuals were .generally_comfortable with a significantly handi-

capped perspn near them.

Concluding Remarks

\r1

. The above data began to illustrate the generalized receptivity on, the

part of the community that has been experienced during our commu ity inte-

gration efforts. It is imperative, however, that a much larger sample-of

citizens in the community be sampled over the next several years before we
.

% .

. .

draw any firm conclusions. The difficulties we have experienced in efforts.

(

with SPH students'in imalementing the classroom community model have largely

'been due to logistical.,-problems andireluctance on the part of people who know

I

this .oulation the.best: ro ect staff arents, teachers and. administrators.

Understandable concern for safety and inexplicable fear of _embarrassment and

.rejection are reasons behind many of our deciiions to continue restrictive
IJ

programming for SPH persOns. However, actual program experiences and the

survey data described in this paper illustrate that the community may be

more receptive to the severely and profoundly handicapped than previously

believed.

/
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Table 1

Social Fee6ack Scalc

Richmond Secondary SPH Project

Circle the number which most closely correspond,' ',our c lief. Please give

us your honest opjnionS or feelings. When com- , please fold in half and

return to the special trainer,

1 I have noticed a handicapped person in my recreation class or activity group.

1 2 ":4 5 6 7

Strongly -R5deratel7" 'Itly Undecided Slightly Moderately Strongly

Disagree Disagree -ae
7--

Agree Agree /Agree

2. I do not feel this handicapped person has a right to come to this class or\,

group.,

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7

trong y--EggFiFFTY ig t y Un ecide ig t y o erate y / trong

Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

3. I think this person can benefit from this class if he/she has a special

teacher with him/her.

1. , 2

.A.,'"--Em§rlyEerMtey
Disagree Disagree

3
'

4 5 6 7

Slightly Undecided Slightly Moderately Strongly

Disagree Agree Agree Agree

4. I. do not think this per'son can,,,benefit from being around a group of novhandi-

cappeT-people like our class or group.

1 2 ' 3 ^4 5 6 7

TWOrrigy Moderately Slightly Undecided Slightly ModeraTely Strongly .

Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree. ,

,

5;? I do not think I can learn anything significant about4handicapped p
from TETs.person and his/her teacher being in my class or group.-

2 3 4 5 ,6

Strongly Moderately' Slightly Undeci-cred Slightly Moderately Strongly

Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree" Agree Agree

6. I fee comfortable with this person in my class.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7,

Strongly Moderate y SiAghtly Undecided Slightly Moderately Strongly

Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree

COMMENTS:-
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Figure Captions

FigUre 1 - Social Interaction Initiated by
Nonhandicapped Scouts

Figure 2 - Noise Making Responses During
Nonhandicapped Recreation Class

Figure 3 Social Behavior During Pinball

figure 4 -- Ordering at a. Fast Food _Restaurant
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TABLE 2

Pergeptions_of.NonhandicappedAndividuals. of Severely/
Profoundly' Retarded-Youth Involved'inCommunity

Recreational Activities

4

\

1. have noticed-ahandicapped person in my recreation
class or activity group.

,2. I do not feel .this handicapped person has a right to
come to this class or group.

I think this,person cari bdneflt from this class if he/
she has a spetial teacher with him/her.

4. I do not think this,person can benefit from being
around a group of nonhandicapped people like our
class or group.

5. do .not' think I can learn anything significant about
handicapped people from this person and his/her teacher/
beingjn my class or group.

6. I _feel comfortable with this person in my class.

. 1

A seven indicates rt,7ong agreement with statement.'

One indicates strong disagreement with the statement.

,
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X

6.21

1.1y

6.17

1.53

1.58

6.21

,

Range of
Responses

3 to

1 to 2

'LO 7

'1 to 4

1 to 5

Ito?
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Developing Chronologically Age Appropriate Leisure Skills'in
Severely Multihandicapped Adolescents

The relationship between normalization philosophy (Wolfensberger, 1972)

and leisure skill training for retarded per ons has not been clearly articu-

lated. Wolfensberger (1972, has addressed the important role of normali-

zation in recreation programming and condlud d that community integration of

handicapped individuals into recreation progams occurs all too, infrequently.

Furthermore, Wehman & Schleien .(1980) noted 4at leisure skill selection for

severely and profoundly retarded youth and is often not consistent,

with the chronological age of the individual, thereby leading to the use of

infant -Ind preschool recreational materials with. adults.

Although there has been much discussion abut this issue, few construc-

tive alternative programs have emerged. Schleln, Kiernan, Ash & Wehman

(1980, Note 1) taught a cooking leisure skill cr.ha seyerel'y retarded adult.

Wehman, and hfs colleagues (1978) 'taught table ga e skills to severely retard-

ed;adolescents. Schleien, Wehman & Kiernan (1980, Note 2) also taught dart

throwing skills to three severely/profoundly reta ded individuals. This

program was evaluated in ei combination changing criterion and multiple base-

line design.

In order.to expand the range of leisure skill options which have been

demonstrated for a severely handicapped adult polul tion this paper was. devel-

'oped. The purpose of thii report is to decribe thre case studies. Sev-

erely multi-handicapped youth were taught the use of a frisbee, how to operate
c

a cassette tape recorder, and electronic bowling skills. The leisure content

was selected largely on the basis that many ronhandcapped.peers regularly

,engage in these type,of activities (Wehman & Schleien, 1980).
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Program I: Use of a Frisbee

Particilaatsand Setting

Thz! two participants Ron and Ralph are males ages 21 and 19. They have

been cle.;2ified severely retarded with IQ's meKuring below 30. Their expressive

vocabulary is very limited, i.e., Ralph exhibits echolalic speech; howeVer, Ron

is presently in kpicture communication program. -Both parliCipants engage in

.
high rates.of inappropriate behaviors such as noise making, rapid body rocking

and hand clapping..-efore this program was initiated neither Ron or Ralph had

any previous leisure ski'" training or engaged in appropriate activities during

free time.

The setting was ir school for seyerely.and.rofoundly handicapped .

students'in Richmond:Virginia. A cooperatiVe relationship existed between the

Richmond Secondary ! vfl SPH project staff and the public school teachers for
,/

program ImplementOlu. All three programs took place in this setting.

Rationale for Skill Selection

Frisbee was selected as an activity for several reasons. 'First, it was ___,

portable and could be played a number 'of places. Second, it was an inexpensive

object to purchase. Third, the motor actions required were quite simple to

perform once they were carefully coordinated. Finally, Frisbee can be a two-

part skill usually\requiring second person; the interdependent nature of the

activity (Mithaug & Wolfe, 1976) was viewed as desirable since the partici-
/

pants engaged in minimal cooperative leisure.

The task analysis was initially drawn from the leisure curriculum developed

by Wehman & Schleien (in press); it was then modified by the instructor for use

with the participants in this program i.e., catching and throwing skills were

,both Utilized. The task analysiS formed the basis for initial' assessment and
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instruction. It can be found below.

Throwing thd Frisbee

1. Hold frisbee in throwing position, fingers curled

on underside, thumb topside, index finger on edge.

2. Raise dominant arm lifting frisbee to shoulder level.

3. Bend elbow, bringing frisbee inward : toward chest.

4. Continue bending elbow\until rim of frisbee makes

contact with nondominant shoulder.

5. Quickly extend-elbow outward away from body.

6. When elbow is fully extended release-grasp on-frisbee.

7. Throw frisbee 3' (keeping underside-of frisbee parallel

to ground). "

,B, Throw frisbee 6' (keeping underside of frisbee parallel

to ground).
9. Throw frisbee 10' (keeping underside of r'sbee parallel

to ground).

10. Throw frisbee 15' (keeping underside of frisbee parallel

to ground).

Catching the Frisbee

1. Stand away from (at least 5')'and facing other player.

2. Extend both arms outward toward other player, palms

outward, fingers extended.
3. Follow path of frisbee through air (using eyes and hands).

' 4. When frisbeeapproaches, grasp in hands firmly.

Teaching Procedures
ti

From the initial baseline data;\a step was selected for instruction. Ron

began instruction on step one of throwing frisbee and Ralph's training started

on step four of catching. These steps were the target behaviors which each

individual. was unable to complete independently (Knapczyk, 1975).

A staff person initially modeled the entire:skill prior to a 15 minute

training session: Instruction was then begun on the specific training step

in the frisbee throwing task anaysis. A four step hierarchy of a) independent

response, b) verbal prompting, c) modeling and d) physical guidance was used

for purposes of training and subsequent data collection. The trainer would.

'initially provide a verbal cue to Ron and then Ralph to complete the step.

If the student perforiled it correctly, he was socially reinforced. If not,
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then the yerbel cue was repeated and a model was presented. If the res-

ponse was correct, then social reinforcement was provided. Thisisequence

of graduated guidance was repeated throughout the training session. Train-

ing trials were alternated between the two students, and took place inside

and outside the school.

Behavior Observation -.

.Five training trials on the target steps were given during 15 minute

instructional sessions daily. Data were collected dependent upon which step

of the cue hierarchy was necessary for performance by the student. Weekly

non-reinforced probe data were then collected on the entire skill to moni-

tor progress. These data were collected when a trainer gave the general cue

(i.e., "Ron throw the frisbee "). At a later point in the program it was de-

cided to collect non-reinforced probe data at the end of each session instead

of weekly. This was done for more regula\r,feedback on student progress.

Results

Baseline data in Figure 1 indicated that Ron did not exhibit any frisbee

Insert Figure 1 About Here

skills whereas Ralph's data showed a minimum of steps,he was able to complete

independently; i.e., Ron functioning at 0 - step proficiency fevel of throwing,

Ralph averaging 61 percent on catching. Once systematic instruction was pro-

vided both participant's frisbee-playing skills increased to 100 %. After cri-

terion was met a maintenance program' was initiated so Ron and Ralph would sus-

tain this particular skill and when given the opportunity, generalize playing

frisbee to differei). settings. The maintenance program proYided intermittent

reinforcement for Ron and Ralph to throw the frisbee for gradually extended .

lengths of time.
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,Program II: Operating a Cassette Recorder

Participants

The participants Terry, Troy, and Gary, ages 16, 10 and 21 have been

classified as severely and profoundly retarded with multiple handicaps i.e.,

Gary is also clasSified as legally blz4nd with an IQ measuring below 30. Gary

has a limited expressive vocabulary and Terry, and Troy are nonverbal with

only Troy using the signs for eat and drink. Terry and Troy also exhibit

a high rate of self - abusive, inappropriate behavfOrs such as,handbiting and

hand banging. It was observed by staff, however, that all three of the parti-

cipants appeared to enjoy-music. Therefore, operating a cassette recorder was

viewed as an age-appropriate leisure activity,

Rationale for Skill Selection

Manipulating a cassette recorder requires a simple set of motor behaviors,

i.e., (bar pressing) and yet results in an immediate positive consequence of

music. This activity is a good leisure skill for individuals with extremely

limited motor repertoires and visual impairments. It is also an activity

which may facilitate increased family acceptance since it is a common domestic

use of leisure. Finally, there is a large range of different music rein-

forcers which can be employed.

Task Analysis

->The task analysis below was used for the initial assessment and instruction.

1. --Sit /stand in front of cassette deck.

2. On cue reaches toward cassette (on).

3. Extendingpx finger toward buttons._
4. Places fingEr,on appropriate button.

5. Pushes "play" UUtton down,

6. Listens to music for 1 minute.

7. Listens to music for 2 minutes.

8. Listens to music for 3 minutes.

9. On cue reaches toward cassette (off).
10. Extends index finger toward buttons.

1I Place finger on appropriate button.

12. Pushes "stop" button down.
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Teaching Procedures and Observation

The baseline assessment data revealed that Terry should receive instruc-

tion on step two, Troy on step six,. and Gary on the cluster of steps three,

four, and five. The instructional procedures were,impleMented systematically

using continuous social reinforcement.' They were identical to the procedures

used in the previous study.

Adaptations Since Gary was blind the following adaptations, were made on

-
the cassette tape recorder for him:

(1) three buttons not necessary for turning the machine on

and off-were covered with a small piece of cardboard and tape,

(2) the play button (on) was covered with velcro ( a rough textured

(3)

material )

the stop button (off) was covered with felt a soft textured

material )

(4) small pieces of felt were also placed on both sides ofthe

individual cassette tapes opposite the end inserted into the

recorder*

Behavior Observation

Non-reinforced data' probes were collected once a week which examined

whether the student completed each step appropriately and independently. A

percentage of steps completed independently was calculated for each weekly

probe.

Results

Examination of baseline data indicated all three participants were unable

to fully operate a cassette deck with,Terry averaging, 23%, Troy 62%, and

Gary 56%. Through consistent systematic 'instruction, however', all participants

increased their ability to independently operate the cassette deck with 90 to
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100% az:curacy during non-reinforced probe sessions and maintenance probes.

Figure 2 provides the data for this program.

Participants

Insert Figure 2 About Here

Program III: Electronic Bowling

The two participants Sam and Lenny are male, ages 14 and 19. They have

been classified severely and profoundly handicapped with IQ's measuring below

30. They are also severely motorically involved but ambulatory. Sam has a

limited vocabulary of one to two word phrases and Lenny-is nonverbal. Both

engage in high rates of inappropriate behaviors such as body rocking, noise

making and hand biting.

Rationale for Skill Selection

One popular group of leiSure activities making their way in a late'

1970's to the present is electronic games i.e., electronic bowling. This

skill can easily be played by handicapped adults as well as nonhandicapped

adults, and has the potential for generalizing the skills learned to regular

bowling in a bowling alley, The machine used cost $75.00, was 5 feet long,

and was purchased at Toys R Us Company.

Task Analysis

The task analysis was written by the instructor in accordance with the

particular machine which.was purchased. Hemis the task analysis which was

used in this program.

1. Sit/stand at end of bowling game.

2. Extend dominant hand toward power button.

3. Push button up to activate machine (on).

101,
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4. Extend dominant hand toward ball slot.

5. Grasp ball.
6. Extend hand to top of alley 'or machine cloSe to body.

7. Line up shot, aiming at-balls.

8. Push arm fOrward (not passing red foul line) rolling ball.

9. Release ball when reach red foul line.

10. Attend to top of machine (for,score and frame).

11. Roll second ball. .

12. Continue playing game until 10th frame is over.

.13. Extend dominant hand toward power button.

14. Push button down to turn machine off.

Teaching-Procedure and-Observtation

Initial baseline data indicated that Lenny shoUid. begin instruction on

steps two and three and Sam s'instruction should start with the combination of

step seven and the steps ten-through twelve. A cue hierarchy'teaching sequ-

ence of graduated guidance was implemented similar to the procedures used in the

previous two progrems. The weekly data was collected initially in the program

and then daily data was collected later in the program. The data were col.-

lected under a general cue of "Lenny, play with the bowling machine": No

reinforcement wa's given until Lenrili performed the steps in the bowling sequ-

ence.

Adaptations

An adaptation was necessary to cover three out of the four buttons found

on the front panel of the machine. A combi nation of tape and cardboard was

used with the only remaining button left uncovered for purposes of activating

(on and off) the-machine.

Experimental Design

In this case study a reversal design was used to evaluate the effective-

ness of the program. After the initial baseline and subsequent instruction,

a brief return to baseline (withdrawal of instructional procedure) was imple-

mented. This phase was then followed by a reinstatement of the training pro-

cedure.

102
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Results

Baseline data reflected limited ability to independently play electro-

nic bowling with Sam averaging 55% and Lenny functioning at a consistent 28%

proficiency level.- After teaching procedures were initiated both participants

were able to increase their electronic bowling skills, i.e., Sam to 91%; Lenny

to 76%. A reversal design was used to determine effectivendtsbf teaching

methods where baseline was reinstated for 3 sessions and then training. Fig-

ure 3 presents the sequence of instructional sessions and the results of this

program.

Insert Figure 3 About Here

General Discussion

The resets of each of three programs described in this paper provide

support for severely, profoundly, and multihandicapped adolescents ability to

acquire chronologically age appropriate leisure skills. It'is incumbent upon

teachers and the professionals who work with the severely handir -oed to in-

clude recreation and leisure educational objectives into the students Indivi-

dual Education'Plan. Furthermore, these objectives must be taught in a sequen-

tial and systematic manner; it cannot be assumed that they will_simply "evolve"

into the student's repertoire'of free time behaviors.

An optimal service delivery model, which was unfortunately not reflected

this paper, would be the use of-skilled therapeutic recreation specialists,

who could serve as consultants to teachers in assessment and skill selection,

activity adapation, instruction, and community integration. The present pro-

grams did not demonstrate the.critical linkage into the community.and homes.
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Although these objectives were discussed with family members of the partici-

pants, there was not a systematic follow through for generalization and mainten-

ance./

The primary purpose of thii paper was, however, to describe age-appropriate

_leisure skills which severely handicapped students could acquire in spite of

serious motor, social, and cognitive deficits. Hopefully, future efforts at

leisure skill selection by teachers (Wehman& Schleien, 1980) will consider

not only the student functioning level but also his/her chronological age.

3
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 - Frisbee Playing Skills for two Students

Figure 2 - Operation of a Cassette Deck for. Three Students

Figure 3 - Electronic Bowling Performance for Two Students
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OPERATING CASSETTE DECK
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Notes

Note 1, Schleien, S., Kiernan, J., Ash, T., & Wehman, P. Developing

independent cooking skills in a profoundly retarded woman, manuscript

submitted for publication, 1980.

Note 2, Schleien, S.,--Wehman P., & Kiernan, J. Teaching leisure skills to

severely multihandicapped adultS. Manuscript submitted for publica-

tion, 1980.
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Use of an Automated Recreational Device
to. Facilitate Independent Lei ure(and.

Motdr Behavior in a Profoundl etarded Male

The potential for group instruction diminishes with students who are

more severely handicapped. In practice, the teacher of the severely and

profoundly handicapped (SPH) must frequently resort to one-to-one program-

ming for each individual student in order to bring about behavior change

-and provide the most effective services. The result of a one-on-one program-

ming approach, however, is_that the remaining students in the classroom ex-

perience large periods of free time. In addition, because many. SPH are physi-

cally involved and lack skills'to self-initiate activities, the teacher also

spends much programming time in transporting, positioning,prompting, etc., of

students. These'duties yield even more free time for the indiVIdual student..

Since most SPH students cannot adequately occupy their own free'time, it be-

comes lost time.

The utilization of electro-mechanical ent, which automatically re-

inforces appropriate behavior.without requiring the direct control. of the tear

.

cher, deserves further attention particularly with this disability group. This.

typeof equipment has obvious relevance dOe to the need for individualized pro=

gramming with the SPH and for practicality in staffing ,patterns. -The use of

such equipment has been examined by several investigators. The utilization of an

automatic, aversive stimulus (i.e., an unpleasant tone) on the reduction of

slouching was- investigated by Azrin, Rubin, O'Brien, Ayllor, and Roll (1968).

variety of positive reinforcers have been utilized in clas'srooms or institution-

al settings to increase appropriate behaviors such as cdhiingent music (Wilson

& Hopkins; 1973; Macurik, 1979), vibration (Azrin & O'Brien, 1970; Bailey &

Meyerson, 1970) and film strip viewing (Edelson and Spr gue, 1974).
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The current investigation utilized contingent visual cartoons to increase

purposeful arm/hand movements or motor interactions with leisure materials by

a profoundly handicapped. student during free periods within his classroom day.

In .addition, observations were'made'throughout the program on the associated

response of upright sitting (i.e.; head-up 'response). This student's frequency

of arm/hand-movements .and the duration of upright sitting is observed. during

free periods when exposed to infant toys versus free periods when exposed to

a self-operating cartoon box which required discrete motor movements to oper-

ate.

Method

Participant

-Mike is .a 14 year old, non-ahlbUlatory male who is 'diagnosed as profoundly

mentally retarded with severe spasticitY in all four limbs. He is very small

for his age and appears to be four or, five years old. Mike cannot feed

self or perform any type of self-help task. His Hogg'chair has been equipped

with alap board and other positioning devices which facilitate upright sit
-

ting; however, without: such aides, he possesses head control limited-to approxi.-

mately, ld seconds.

His arm movements appear largely reflexi,ve and jerky in nature. He cane

put his hand pn a picture communication card -such as the "eat" card appropri-

ately when asked to do so; however, the accomplishment of a successful response

requires betWeen JO and' 40- seconds. Mike has been taught to turn pages-in a

large photo album °book" which was adapted bpsewing,beads on to the corners of

each page separating the pages. He inserts his fingers or small wrist between

-__the_heavy pages and jerks his arm up, thereby, turning the pages.

4'
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Setting.

Mike attends a public school program for severely and profoundly handi-

.
.

_
-

capped students and is in one of the secondary level classes. The staff, to

. ,

student ratio in his class is two staff (i.e., a teacher and an aide) to eight

students. Three students including himself are rionambulatory while five are

ambulatory to some degree. Seven Students are diagnosed as profoundly retarded

and one as severely retarded. Only two students can toilet themselves inde-

pendently; Mike, as well as one other young lady, is diapered due to lack of

motor control. .

Program Objectives

-It was observed that each of the students in 'this class experienced

much free time due' to ''staff involvement in one -to--one prbgramming with 'other

students es' well as in transpOrting, toiletipg, and positioning of, other stu-

dents'. It was also observedthat theinore handicapped a student was, the less

capable .he- was, either motorically,or cognitively,, of occupying his own free

time with typidal leisureffiaterials.' For instance, each morning during a

toileting peribd in which Mikewat not invoilved,'he either fell asleep or sim-

ply_' placed his head down,On his lap boarel During this time he often" exhibited

no moto' movements whatsoever for that period.

The objective of 'this program was twofold. First, the program sought to

compare Mike's utilization of self-operating leisure equipffient (a cartoon box)-

during this free.period to his utiization of typical toys or favorite' objects

often put in front of profoundly handicapped.people, tb help them occupy their

time Examples of these items are Magazjnes, books, and infant-type toys.

this case,/ Mike's adapted photo album 'and typical squeeze toys were used. Se-

,

condly, /the prograffi attempted to examine the effects of the cartoon box versus

the toy access condition ontwo motor skill 'objectives for Mike. These object-

ives/ are: 1.) maintaining and increasing an upright position ,in his chair and
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2) increasing purposeful arm/hand movements. These objectives had already

been formulated within Mike's I.E.P. If these program areas could be approach-

ed through automated equipment when the teacher was not even available for

teaching, the use of such equipment could be highly justified within this

classrooM

Apparatus (cartoon box)

A Fisher-Price Movie Viewer Theater-(Model # 463) was modified to accept

a standard 6 VDC motor. This motor turned the projector crank at 20 R.P.M.,

and when utiliied with an 8 mm. film loop (also available fyom Fisher-Price)

allowed for continuous viewing. Three different film loops were rotated

throughout the study. These were: The Pink Panther, Sylvester\and Tweety,

and The Cookie. Monster.

Figure 1 depicts the projector housed in a plywood box,(32 cm. x 60 cm.

'Insert figure 1 About Here

/

:x 28 cm.),.,/such that ,the cartoon viewing screen was centered directly in front

or the student at eye ievel. A plYwood manipulandum"or lever (14 cm. x 14 cm.)

fastened, to the front of the box allowed the student to. operate the projector on

a continuous schedule of reinforcement. The manipOlandummas covered witha

thin layer of spOnge or foam to provide a soft pressing surface. A press of the

manipulandum sent A pulse:to a iimr,(Oerbrands #G4610),which.activated,the.pro-
..,

jector for,six'seconds. Once time out,' the screen went dark and the projector

could only be activated with anothe response. Since the closure to the timer

was pulsed, the student could not view continuously.by simply resting his hand
-

on-the manupulandudbut rather discrete and purposeful motor movements were

required for each si-x second viewing.
N

A.Gerbrands 28 VDC power supply ( #64660) powered the system.
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Procedure

The morning.toileting period.WhiCh consisted of 10 to 15 minutes of free.

time for Mike was selected as 'the daily observational session. Mike was placed

in his chair with his lap board on in front of a table. An observer sat slight

ly behind Mike and to his left. The phases of the program are as follows::

Phasen Access to typical toys and adapted book ( Baseline),

Phase II: Access to-self- operating leisure equipment.

Phase III: A reinstatement of access to typical toys(Baseline).

Phase IV: A reinstatement ofd access to self-operating

leisure equipment.

Behavior Observation-

An -Observer was present for10. minutes.of the morniN free period through-.

out the program.. She was equip0e&with,4 stop watch and a frequency' counter.

TWo behaviors were Observed simUltaneously during the 10 minute period: the

number of purpOsefuT-arm/hand movementt'encLthe
cumulative duration of the

head-up response (i.e., sitting upright in the chair).

Purposeful arm /hand movements were defined as follows: An arm or hand

movement which..activates or alters the leisure materials in some form but not

including merely-grazing:the Materialiwith the arm/hand.:- Examples. of actfva-

,

ting or altering of materials were given, such-as:-

Turning a page in.. the photo-albumpbook.

Banging on item toproduce it's sound,(e.g., squeaking a squeeze toy).

Picking up an item.

Pick-Mg up and holding an item.

Activating-the cartoon box.



If a "grasping and holding" response was observed without any further mani-

pulation, it was counted as one' response until the object was released. If

it was picked up and held again, it was counted again.

Head-up response was defined as Mike's head being above a line of mask-

ing tape placed on the lateral headrests of his chair. If the head was observed

above the masking tape line, his head was in the upper 45°angle between the

back rest of the chair /and the lap board. He could lean on either of the lateral

head rests or lean his head back and still be assessed as in the upright posi-

tion.

During the observational sessions, the cumulative time that Mike held

his head.up over/the 10 minutes was recorded. Thus, the stop watch was acti-

vated after the head was obserVed above the masking tape line for two seconds.

If the head dropped. below' the line for two seconds the watch was stopped and :

Was not reactivated -again until Mike's head was observed above. the line 'for

two seconds.
- ,.

Inter-4ter reliability was calculated-with:a second rater for both types

of observations. Reliability coefficients ranged from .86 tO 1.00.

,/
Phase I: :In this phase, Mike ,was positioned as usual fn hisf chair .with a squeeze.

1

toy and his photo book placed on his lap board. The staff ,with the exception

/of the observer began the toileting/diapering of the other students. The Obser-:

ver recorded time'the session began and obserVed Mike's behavior: . The

frequency of the defined purposeful arm/hand movements_and the cumulative dur-

ation of head-up behavior was recorded until the end of 10 minutes. The obser-

ver did not interact with Mike in,any.way.

Phase rI*-After a stable baseline of the beha"viors -was established in Phase'',

. ,

Mike was -''given access to self-operating, leisure equipment (i.e., the cartoon

bOx) for 10 minutes each morning during the same free period. The .cartdon box
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was placed on the table in front of his lap board at his eye level when sitting-
)

up. The other staff and studentS went about their duties and the observer

recorded the beginning of the 10 minute session. ,The same behaviors assessed .

in Phase I.were observed during this phas,e and the observer'again avoided any

type-of interaction with the student.

Phase III: This phase reinstated the toy/book (only) access condition.of Phase

I. The positioning of Mike and the procedures were identical to that of Phase I.

Phase IV: The cartoon box conditions. of phase II were reinstated in the same

free-time period. Observational procedures utilized in Phase. II were also;

used throughout Phase IV. it

The program sequence:described above effectively provides a reversal de-

sign (ABAB) with which to evaluate differences in behavior'under the toy/book

access condition and the self-operating leisure equipment condition. Ttlle be-
.

haviors examined under each condition represent two areas of high instr(ictional
rn:

importance within Mike's school program and, of course, in. Mi'ke's personal
i/

development. These are: 1) increasing the number of purposeful arm/hand move-
,

ments and 2) the duration of the head-up response.-

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shOws behavtors in each motor area under both conditions.

,

Ihsert,Ftgure-2 About Here %.

Phase I shOws that, in general, very little behavior was being exhibited by

Mike during this-free period. His head was down on his lap boa/ rd most of the
/ ,

time and although he manipulated leisure materials occasionally during the 10

minute periods, he generally remained inactive. Figure 2 also shows that dur-

ing the-two cartoon boX conditions, Mike showed for higher rates of the defined

. g



arm/hand movements and the duration'of upright sitting when compared to the

toy /book access condition of Phaset I and III, These higher rates of respOnd-

ing can be seen consistently throughout both cartoon box conditions-and the

behaviors did not decrease appreciably after repeated exposure to the equipment

in that Phase II continued for 10 days and Phase IV for eight days.

Phase III, the reinstatement tb toy/book access or Baseline II, shows

_higher and more variable rates of the head-up behavior than seen in Baseline

I, the first toy/book access condition. No such increase can be seen in the

other behavioral variable; however, that is, the niimber'of purposeful arm/hand

movements remained law during both baseline conditions (I and

The results'of this study show automated equipment like, the cartoon box

described here Was utilized avidly by a profOundly retarded/multiplYhandicap-
-.,

ped. Young man over an extended period of time,.thereby, exhihiting.independ-
,[

entfleisure behaviors.- In. addition the young man.exhibited higher rate res- .

pondingin upright sitting and in apprOgriate, purpoSeful arm/hand movements.

.. .

.

when given automated equipment,'than when exposed to typical types: f leisure

materials (i.e:, :infant toys, books,, etC often.given_to profoundly handi-.

capped people of all ages. Further, in that upright sitting and-directed

arm/hand movements ahe actual instructional areas for Mike, the cartoon boX can

be viewed as a type of teachiwmachinewhichprovtded'a stimuheanecontin-.

gent7reinfOrceMentifor apprOpriate:behaVior in thea6senCe of the teacher. ,A1-
_

though the sessions in the present study were short,- the-equipment_POuld be

,
.

used throughout the school day using other cartoons or interchanging contingent

music, with cartoons. InView of the' need for individualized instruction and !

the current reality of staffing patterns in our schools, the use of automated

teaching' equipment warrants further investigation.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 - An AutomatedRecreational Device
(The Cartoon Box) .

Figure 2 ---Frequency of.Arm/Hand Movements and Duration
of HeadUp Response under Toy Access (Baseline)

and Cartoon Box Access.
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An Initial Assessment of the Parental Needs o

Severely and Profoundly Handicapped Youth

A major problem in the educati6n of severely handicapped students is

limited parental involvement. In serving severely handicapped individuals

there has been a pronounCed emphasis on instructional programming for the

student with far-less attention provided for parents and other family'mem-

_bers. Similarly, personnel preparation efforts have'focused on teachers and

other professional staff with less time set aside for training parents.

There are several 'reasons why this program limitation must be alleviated.

First, parents must have more knowledge, familiarity and sensitivity to what

relevant and appropriate educational objectives are for their child. This

includes an optimistic yet realistic understanding of what skills their child

should be taught. Second, parents need help in training and maintaining their

child. Severely handicapped individuals are disruptive, physically involved,

often withdrawn and exhibit few communication skills. Living with n. individual

that has such serious problems can be extraordinarily difficult even with

professional assistance. It is easy to see why many parents are hasty to insti-

tutionalize their child. Finally, if parents of severely handicapped students

are to elevate their expectations for the student's future, professionals must

initiate and maintain active communication (Goodall, Hill & Hill, 1980); Parents

must be kept informed of the newest developments in the field.

The mit-pose of this paper is to present a teacher-designed assessment tool

utilized to evaluate the needs of severely and pr6foundly handicapped (SPH) youth

in an inner-city public school program. Parents were interviewed with this

assessment tool for the purpose of identifying relevant short term objectives

for instruction as well as setting, priorities for instructional programs. Re-

sults of this needs assessment are then presented.

115
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Participants

--A total of 18 parents were visited and interviewed. All parents were

selected whose son/daughter were between 10 and 21 years of age. All parents

9,

had a son/daughter classified as severely or profoundly retarded or severely

multiply handicapped. Most of the parents were black and all lived in Richmond

City. The children attended a-public school serving severely and profoundly

handicapped students.

Purpose of. Interview

There were several reasons for undertaking_ this initial assessment. Firs,

there was litC . published data to point the way for having intervention with a

secondary inner-city SPH population. Hence accurate needs assessment data were

necessary for curriculuM selected. Second, it was necessary to meet the parents

and understand their feelings. And third, it was invaluable for some staff to I

visit the homes of inner-city students and relate to the difficulties in programming

which many of the living conditions present.

Selecting Questionaire Items

Questionaire items were identified on the basis primarily of what was per-

ceived as being, the most important areas In: a) domestic/self-care skillsiand

b) use of leisure time. These two areas of emphasis were viewed as being Orinci-
,

ple elements in\preventing institutionaliztioh Ind helping family member adjust

to the severely handicapped individual. The wording of the items was designed

with the undersiandirig that staff would be interviewing parents. These items

were not mailed out for.. completion. The questionaire items are listed i,ln Table 1.

Insert Table 1 About Here
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Interview Process

The structured interview process was employed in order/to capture the

full meaning of the parents' needs. Staff who made the visits were teachers

trained in severely/profoundly handicapping conditionS. Several of the staff

were also affiliated with,a community skill training project which worked

cooperatively in the school with the teachers. A phone call was made by a.

staff person to arrange a home visit. In several cases initial visits were

made before Interviewing for data collection purpose's. In ideal 'situations with

sufficient staff, initial visits would be made before interviewing. The time

of most visits was after school or in the early evening when both parents

might be available. A number of the children only had one parent and lived in

federal housing projects.

Results and Discussion

The resultvto specific areas of inquiry collected prior to any form of

regular home intervention'are presented in Table 2. The total number of affirma-

Insert Table 2 About Here

tive responses to eactj statement per family are given as well as the number of

affirmative responses from families with a younger (i.e., between 11 and 16 years

of age) male or female SPH child and'an older (i.e., between 17 and 21 years of

age) adolescent male or female." The interview included questions regarding the

exhibition of skills in the following areas of,intereit: Self care, Domestic,

'Home /Community integration, Home Leisure Time, Parental Needs and Awareness and.

Communication skills. Although the Interview was not repeated to provide re-test

'reliability which would have greatly'strengthened the data presented, from this

information a picture does emerge of the 'home and family:'life of the SPH population.
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This picture demonstrates the need for home and community intervention for these

families. In general, the data show family life to be characterized by a) nearly

complete supervision and care for the- child, b) much physical hardship on family

members, c) a high degree of community isolation, and d) at best, superficial know-
.

ledge regarding current; appropriate educational practices with. SPH. On the other

hand, the families we interviewed also exhibited adaptation and resilience to their

situation as seen in their ideosyncratic styles of communicating with 'a non-verbal/

non-signing child.

.Responses to questions regarding self-care skills, showed that out of the 18

students, 10 could, feed themselves independently with a spoon and none could use

a knife and fork independently'. Only one student was -reported to dress herself

completely independently and only six could toilet themselves without some help.

In the domestic skill area, we find an absence of responsibilities in the home for

most students. No students had a regular home chore they performed on a regular

basis and.only five had an occasional chore. Only five parents had the expecta-

tion that their child could perform a home chore.

Home and community integration questions revealed not only that most students

were isolated from the community but also that half of the students occupied res-

tricted territory within their own home. Eight families out of the 18 surveyed

stated that the student occasionally went on errands or community trips with the

family and only one young man frequently accompanied his mother into the community.

It may be of note that this is a single mother who is also physically handicapped.

In the leisure area, only half of the families surveyed stated that the child

participated in any form of family leisure activities. Television was the family

activity usually specified. When asked what the adolescent did on this free time

at home, 10 parents could identify only watching T.V. or listening to music. (i.e.,

they had no hobbies, no favorite ball, toy or other activities).
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In the parental need or awareness section, most families (15) did be

lieVe they wanted or needed home intervention. Only one family was aware of

adult programs in the area and only seven stated that they used tangible

rewards with their child. Few parents stated that they understood the bene-

ficial aspects of exposing their child to,nonhandicapped people on a regular

basis.

The interview regarding how the child expressed needs and desires to

parents showed that most students (11) did not utilize traditional forms of

communication on a regular basis to express themselves (such as signs, words

or picture/symbols). Most parents stated that their child, largely, used

vocalizations to communicate and only six out of 18 students exhibited any

type of verbal communication. Interestingly, however,,only one family stated

that their child could not communicate with them in any form. This student

has Tubular Sclerosis.

The results of these interviews have served to strengthen the project's

conviction to strive for greater community integration for students and their

families. In addition, interviews of this nature may serve as a method to

socially validate curriculum selection for each individual student based upon

family member judgement. To increase the reliability of the data collected, ,

such interviews should be repeated more than once and the responses on each

compared. Skill selection which is relevant to family life may be of vital

importance for the SPH school population, in that, these individuals may live

under their family care throughout their lives.

4,



Richmond Secondary Project
Ini ial Family Life Questionaire

Note: Describe to parent(s)the'reasOns below for obtaining this informa-

tion prior to beginTing thequestionaire.

. The project is available to begin home and community intervention

with Your son /daughter; therefore,we need to know exactly what.-

skills he/she lacks (or exhibits) at home and in the community.

In order to justify permanently increasing Services to you as a

family, we need to know more about the realities of having a

severely or profoundly handicapped child in the home.-

Questions-
Self -Help Skills .

1. Does your child attend to his/her toileting needs without any

help from you (i.e., attends to own bodily cues, goes, undresses/

dresses, cleans self, etc.)?

2. Does your child dress without any help from you (i.e., if entire

outfit laid out, will he/she ptit on each piece independently)?

3. Given food cut -up in a bowl/plate, can your child feed self with

a spoon?

Domestic Skills

4. Do you require your child to perform any small.chore or job

around the house on a regular basis?
,

5. If you ask him/her to perform a small chore, is he/she able to do

it independently or does he/she do it willingly?



6. Given special training, do,you think your child could ever .

be_ responsible for a regular chore around your house?

Home/Community Integration

7. Can' your child move about the house and, yard freely or do

yOu restrict some areas from his/her use?

a) If nonambulatory: can you move his/her chair through-

out the house and yard?--If not, where can't he/she go?

8. Do you ever take your child with you on common errands such

as the grocery store, post office, etc.?

a) If so, approximately how often per week?

Nome Leisure Skills

9. What 'does your child do with his/her free time at home?

a) If answer is watches*TV or listens to music, does

he/she haveany other faVorite past-times than TV or music?

Any games? Any favorite toy or object?

10. Does your child participate in family past-times in the home

(e.g., picnics, etc.) or out in the community (e.g., visits

to relatives)?

Parental Needs/Awareness

11. Would you like a trainer to come into your home to assist

you in home training?
. .

12. Are you aware of your child's program options after age 21?

13. Do you reward appropriate behavior? If so, what rewards do

you use?

14. Do you think:your child could benefit from joining groups

such as scouts with nonhandicapped people his/her own age?



Communication Skills

iS . HOW does your child communicate with you most of the time?

yerbally

Manual
_Signs/
Picture
Communication

Vocalizations

' li

Physi cal

Interietions
(e.g.,,/ pulling on ::

parent, affection;
to Arent, physical
displays of anger

No onnunication

8

8I

/ '

) DOes .Your child
say any words?



Table .2

Home Interview Survey
(Pre-:Intervention data)

= 18 families surveyed
(9 girls; .9 boys)

Number of affirmative respondents by age and sex of child

Question _ Aaes 11-16
m

11-16
F

17-21
M

17-21.
: F

Total
_ ___

coy
Child toi lets

independently

_

1

Child dresses
independently 0 0

_

Child feeds sel f with

spoon independently ' 3 2 4 1 10.

Child is responsible
for home chore on
regular basis , 0 0 0 0'

Child exhibits a
simple chore 'at home

_

/

when re uested 3 0 1 1 5'

Parent e ieve c i -

could perform a' chore

at home 3... 0 '1 1 5 -

Child is mobile or

b..

can be transported to i

most domains within
home/yard

5

Child is restricted

,

in domains within
home/og/yard ,

2

. .

9

Ntimionaily chime
accompanies parent
on common errands
Frequently- accompanies
parents. on common , .t

errands
;i 0 1



Table 2 (continued).

,

11-16.

M

11-16
F'

17-21

M

17-21

F
Total

Child's leisure time
reported as TV-or
music only, (noldther
type of game /object / 3 3 1

10

Child participates in
some form-d-f family

leisure trips or
activities

,

-

Home intervention
desired 6 4 1 4 15

Aware of programs
after age 21
for child 0 0 1

.

0

.

1.

1

Used a tangible
reward system with
child 4 2

,
,'

1 7

Aware of benefits
of interactions
with nonhandicapiled
on on regular basis ,

_

0 0 1 4 5

Child communicates
verbally 0 0 0 0 0

Child communicates
largely through sign

Uorsg!911L
0 0 0 0

ChiTa-ViiIsome
verbalizations-for
communication in
combination with:
other-types . 0 1

1

/'
/6

Child-communicates
largely through
vocalizations 2 , 3 - 11

Child communicates
largely through
physical interactions 3 0 0 0

Child does not
communicate in
my form 0 1 1
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Developing Independent Cooking Skills

in a Profoundly ,Retarded Woman

Prior to 1975 few studies were available which demonstrated the

acquisition and generalization of community living skills in severely

handicapped adults. However, in recent years this void in the literature

has gradually been filled. For example, general housekeeping-(Bauman

Iwata, 1977), coin usage (Trace, Cuvo & Criswell, 19.77), travel training

(Neef, Nita & Page, 1978), street crossing (Vogelsburg & Rusch, 1979),

clothing selection (Nutter & Rei4 1978), and leisure (Johnson & Bailey,

1977; Wehman,-Renzaglia, Berry, Schutz & Karan, 1978) are all examples

of independent living skill competence in severely handicapped persons,

One skill area which has received limited attention and yet which

is critical to independence or semi-independence in group homes, super.

vised apartMents, or real homes is cooking and meal preparation. A review

of literature indicated that only a study by Robinson-Wilson (1976) ad,

dressed this important area.. The focus of this program was the use of

picture recipes as a means of facilitating meal preparation skills.

Cooking as an instructional goal may have a threefold objective.

Firstrftii,;lea necessary skill to eat independently. Second, it cult'

be an excellent leisure activity, for once an individual acquires genet.al

stove-use skillS, many types of foods and meals may be prepared: Third,

cooking skills are frequently required in many hotel and restaurant

settings for kitchen job vacancies.
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Therefore, it was decided to train a severely mentally retarded

woman three specific cooking skills, with a. focus on these skills being

used for leis'ure activity. Systematic instructional procedures were

used in combination with a series of material and procedural modifications.

Method

'Particiult

Heidi is a 28 year old adult female attending an adult developmental

center. Her IQ on the Stanford-Binet is 19 placing her in the profoundly

retarded range. According-to her AAMD.classification, her adaptive

functioning is in the severely retarded range. Heidi is an epileptic

having daily petit and grand mal seizures; She receives the following

medications and dosages for the control of her seizures: mysoline,,250 mgm.,

three times daily; tegretol, 200 mgm., three times daily; and dilantin,

300 mgm., once daily.

Heidi's frequent loud and inappropriate verbalizations are dis-

ruptive to others in the imMediate environment. Her receptive language

is good, however, her expressive language is poor as she exhibits high

degrees of perseveratory speech. Heidi is inconsistent in her performance

on most tasks. High distractability negatively affects most efforts at

instruction and performance is facilitated only in a one-to-one trainer

staff situation. Heidi responds well to social reinforcement (e.g.,

verbal praise, hugs, back rubs) although she rarely self-initiates any

activity.

Following conversation with parents and obser.vaLion in the par-

ticipant's home, it was discovered that Heidi's free time consisted of
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completing simple chores in the home (e.g., getting ashtrays for guests),

singing childrens' songs while dancing inappropriately by herself, and

watching her mother prepare meals.

Setting

Instruction took place at a community adult development center in

the greater Richmond, Virginia area. The center offers daily living,

social/communication, and vocational skills training to 12 severely and

profoundly handicapped persons over 21 years of age. The clients attend

the center daily from 9 am to 3 pm. The cooking program transpired in

the center's kitchen area. This room contained cooking materials and

appliances commonly found in the home environment (e.g., stove,sink,

counter top, refrigerator/freezer, coffeemaker, cupboards, cooking

utensils).

Program Objective

The objective of this program was to develop and evaluate cooking

skills in a profoundly retarded adult. Three skills were targeted for

instruction, each utilizing a different function of a kitchen stove.

Boiling an egg requires manipulation of the top stove burner, broiling

an english muffin and cheese utilizes the oven broiler, and a TV-

dinner was prepared in the baking oven. To reach criterion on each

skill, the participant had to perform each step of a task analysis

correctly and without assistance on,two consecutive days. Upon com-

pletion of the cooking program, Heidi would be able to prepare three

meals successfully and independently.
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Secondary objectives were to generalize the cooking skills' to

I

two other environments (i.e., another community training facility that

Heidi would be transferring to in the near fut

and to_the preparation of other recipes requiri

behaviors (i.e., boil frozen vegetable cooking

re, partici

ng similar

bag, broil

pant's home)

skills and

hot dog,

bake frozen pizza). The generalization of skills to the preparation

of additional dishes
/

would make the/program cost, effective. With a

simple verbal prdmpt including. an/action verb (e.g., "Heidi, broil the

hot dog."), the participant could prepare several dishes withimastery

of just a few skills.

Rationale for Skill Selection

The rationale for selection of the three cooking skills was that

a) Heidi previously enjoyed observing her mother prepare the family

dinners and snacks; b) by teaching skills employing three distinct uses

of a kitchen stove, potential for the preparation of a wider variety

of meals is made possible (for example, instead of teaching cooking

skills using the top stove burner, exclusively, and limiting the in-

dividual's repertoire to the generalization of other boiling recipes,

cooking skills from each of the three oven modes may allow for a

more versatile cook and potential for much greater generalization);

c) the equipment was available in the training center and home;

d) cooking activities are functional and chronologically age appropriate;

and 3) commensurate with daily living skills which facilitate independent

community living.
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Materials and Equipment/Special Adaptations

The materials employed in the program are-commensurate with those

commonly used, in a'domestic kitchen. Special adaptations were imilemented

when necessary to simplify the cooking skills using readily available

household items. Cost, safety, and convenience were considered when

designing the program. 'Hard boiled eggs were used during the. boiling

skill eliMinating breakage and allowing for repeated use of one egg.

An empty TV difiner tray covered with aluminum foil was placed in its

original carton andused in place of a real, dinner. This eliminated the

spillage of boiling liquids and sauces from the tray and was cost-

effective.

Additional modified materials/equipment included a color coded

stove with a separate heat control knob which could be simply manipulated

by the instructor, ad a portable kitchen timer with a removable red

tape strip for correcooking time identification. Other materials/

equipment and special\adaptations are listed in Table 1.

Insertjable 1 about here

Experimental Design

The program incorporated a multiple baseline design across the three

different cooking skills. Pre-instruction competencies were determined

by initial baselines. Baseline data were collected across each skill

after which instruction commenced on boiling an egg. During the in-

struction phase of this skill, baselining continued'on the erglish
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muffin and TV dinner skills. A minimal competency level of a five

step increase on the task analysis for two-consecutive trials led to

instruction on the following skill. Baseline continued on the final

skill until the same minimal competency level was.obtained on broiling

the english muffin and cheese. At this time, instruction began on

baking the TV dinner. Criterion for mastery of a skill was 100 per-

cent independent performance of all the steps of the task analysis on

two consecutive trials. Following acquisition of Skills :A and B,

weekly probes were taken until criterion was met on Skill C.

Procedure

Instruction was conducted four to five times per week, with

approximately 15 minutes of instruction per skill. Sessions were held

in the late morning hours prior to lunch because the cooking skills

could be appropriate as lunch-time meals.

A different task analysis was utilized to identify component

subskills--of each cooking activity. Table 2 includes the task analysis,

performance objective, and verbal cue for each skill. A popular

cobk book, Joy of Cooking'(Rombauer & Rombauer-Becker, 1964)

and center staff consultation assisted in the development of the task

analyses. It was evident following staff discussions concerning the

capabilities. of the partibipant that various procedural modifications

were necessary if the skills were to be successfully acquired by

(Heidi. For example, the task analysis for boiling an egg required

the egg to initially be placed in a saucepan and then filled with



water. This:wai preferred to the alternate method of placing the

egg into boiling water. The former method was safer. and also reduced

egg breakage. Incorporated into the broiling and baking task analysis

for safety reasons was the manipulation of the oven rack and employ-

ment of an underhand method to remove the food items to avoid arm

contact with the heating coils located at the top of the oven.

Insert Table 2 about here

The baseline performance levels for each skill was determined

by giving the general verbal cue (e.g., "Heidi, boll the egg.") and

recording the number of steps performed independently. One baseline

trial was conducted per session for each skill.

Following initial baseline, the trainer began instruction en

the next step of the task analysis on boiling an egg which had not

been performed correctly on two consecutive trials. Instruction

utiliied a threelstep cue hierarchy ranging from least to most in

trusive. This instructional strategy was found to be an effective

teaching method in a previous leisure skills programwith eseverely

handicapped adult (Wehmen, Schleien\A Kiernan, Note 1). The trainer

provided the.verbal cue and socially reinforced an appropriate respOnse.

If an incorrect response occurred, the second step of the cue hierarchy

was tmplemented. At this time, the verbal cue was repeated while the

trainer modeled the'correct behavior. -Social reinforcement was pro-

/

vided for a correct response. Failure to elicit the desired response

14d to the final step of the hierarchy which entailed the trainer
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once again giving the verbal cue and physically guiding the participant

through the correct behaVior,-after which praise was given.

Five training trials on the targeted step was performed each

session. Following instruction, the generaliverbal cue was given and

the participant's behaviors recorded. No modeling or physical prompt-

ing was offered during the non-reinforced probes. Weekly probes

were conducted following mastery of the skills to'insure endurance'

of performance until all skills were mastered and generalized.

A reliability check was taken by a second recorder twice per

k. Interobserver reliability averaged''.97 across the three cooking

ills.

Results and Discussion

The participant learned to prepare all three meals in the cooking

program following .a multiple baseline deign. Figure 1 illustrates

the number of steps 9f the task analyses performed correctly during

baseline, instruction, weekly probes, and generalization for each

cooking skill. Dailstalile baseline rates were obtained for each

skill, clearly demonstrating Heidi's low competency levels (e.g.,

0-step proficiency during boiling an egg baseline) in this leisure

area.

Insert Figure 1 about here

V

Boiling an egg, broiling an english muffin and cheese, and baking

a TV dinner were instructed in that order. This skill sequence was

:
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c open by staff because of its increasing level of difficulty.. A-

though there was a general increase in the number of steps performed

independently throughout instruction, a jagged profile appears due

to the participant's frequent seizures. Seizures occurring during

instruction tended to impair performance significantly. However, Heidi

frequently upgraded her performance on the following day and

occasionally exceed her previous competency level. This resulted

in the eventual acquisition of the skills. Number of sessions for

skill acquisition varied from 23 to 46.

Weekly probes demonstrated the endurance of :the participant's

cooking perforMance while training was still in progress on the other

skills. The results of the generalization probes were twofold: they

demonstrated Heidi's ability to cook in other environments (i.e.,

another community training center, participant's home) using different

cooking facilities, and secondly, the participant acquired the skills

necessary for two general uses of an oven (i.e., boiling, baking),

'as well as three Specific skills of boiling an egg, broiling a muffin,

and baking a TV dinner.

\The results of thepresent study clearly demonstrate the

functional relationship between the systematic instructional pro -

cedures and\materials/skill
modification and the acquisition of

different cooking skills. Since baselines on the second and third

'skills remained at low rates until intervention occurred, it'is

evident that the instructional program led to the development of these

cooking skills in Heidi.'
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Generalization probes sug est that.Heidi was able to transfer

use of a stove, both to other-env onments another community

facility," participant's home) and a oss language cues boil

'cook-ingjeCket,bake pizza): An.attem tio generalize the broiling

skill,Using a hot dograchleved,negative esults. This could have\

been due to kpoor selection of,food items since Heidi had previously

been exposed to the boillng of hot dogS in t e home. It may-have

been Heidi's logical assumption that the hot d gs be prepared in

boiling water and notfinthe: broiler. Eleven of the 12- stepsvere

performed independently across the three generalization probes for

.baking and she successfully performed 13 of the 14 steps-on the

broiling'skill -in the home. is believed that-although performance

on these trials did not reach 100 percent, it did-represent a-significant

increase over pre-instructionability. Furthermore,, as was demon-
\

strated when Heidi baked a pizza, a sufficient number of steps of

the task analysis were'performed correctly in order for her to in-

dependently cook a complete snack.

Today, in this country, many severely handicapped persons remain

helpless and depehdent on caretakers. In order to facilitate increased

efforts at deinstitutionalization and prevent institutionalization, efforts

such as this one with Heidi must be-replicated with this population. The

instructional and materials' development technology is available; it

must be widely disseminated to practitioners and inservice

provided to staff working with severely handicapped adults. Without

such inservice programs, ease study demonstrations will continue to

provide only a glimpse of the potential of severely handicapped

individuals.



Table 1

MATERIALS AND SPECIAL ADAPTATIONS FOR THREE COOKING SKILLS

Materials/Equipment Modification

Boil egg Egg Hard-boiled egg (prevent breakage)

Saucepan full of
boiling water

Water .

Plade egg into empty saucepan,
then fill with water

Stove: top stove Color coded dial and burner;

burner cover extraneous dials with
placemats (to facilitate match-
to-sample)

.Kitchen timer

'Spoon,

Broil english English muffin

muffin.and Cheese--
Cheese slice

Aluminum foil

Stove: broiler

Kitchen timer

Pot holder

\Bake T _Y dinner -.TV dinner

Red tape strip (mark appropriate

calibrations)

Slotted spoon (prevent scalding,
easier to recover egg)

Extra large plastic salad bowl
(prevent breakage, simplify accuracy)

Pre-sliced American cheese

Pie pan to simplify manipulation of
muffin

Color coded dial and broiler door;
cover extraneous dials with placemats

Red tape strip

Gloved pot holder (ensure more
complete safety)

Empty TY dinner tray covered. with

aluminum foil (economically feasible).

Color coded.dial'ind.Oven_dobr;.00ver
extraneous dials with placemats.

8



Table 2

TASK ANALYSES FOR THREE COOKING SKILL

J1.411.119.191

Pefformance-Objective: Gilien,the appropriate cooking/Materials and
kitchehstove.(top burner), the Participant will

the :e99; hard boCh 100%
proficien4 on two consecut* days.

Verbal Cue-: hoiUthe:egg:1!

Place,egg in saucepan without breaking it.
Lift'saucepan :off stove with non-dominant h nd.using palmar

graip,.and position directly under water f ucei.

. Turn )Witer on with .dominant Shand to saucepan 1/2 full

and turn water off
Place-SaucePan onto 'top stove burner.

5.Turn burner on underneath,saucepan.
Set electric timer for 16 minutes.

. `Wait fdr timer to ring.
--.8. -Turn.-burner off.'

9. Remove egg from saucepan using slotted spoon.

10. Place egg ,1 boW1. I

II. Broiling. English Muffin and Cheese

Performance Objective: Given the appropriate cooking materials and

kitchen stove (broiler), the participant will

broil the english muffin and cheese with 100%

proficiency on ,tWo consecutive days.

Verbal Cue: "Heidi, broil_the english muffin and cheese."

1. Place slice of cheese on english muffin half.

2. Place prepared muffin onto oven -trefl.

3. Open' broiler door.

4. Place tray on top rack in oven.

5. Close broiler door 3/4 way to first stop position

6. Turn-oven knob all the way -to "broil".

- 7. Set electric timer for 5 minutes.

8. Wait foritimer to ring.

9.' Turn broiler off. '

10. Place gloved pot holder on each hand.

11. ,Open,broiler-door.
12. 'Pull oven rack.out half-way expoSsing oven tray.

13. Removetray from broiler (with palm facing upward) and place on

stove top.-
14. Close broiler door.



Table 2 continued

III. Baking TV Dinner

Performance Objective: Given the appropriate cooking materials and
kitchen stove. (oven), the participant will

bake the TV dinner with 100% proficiency on

two consecutive days.

Verbal Cue: "Heidi, bake the TV dinner."

1. Remove dinner from carton.
2. Open oven door using non-dominant hand and place TV dinner on

:;bottom -rack.

3. Close oven door all ay.

4. Turn oven timperatur kno. to "425".

5. Set electric timer for 41 minutes.

6. Wait far.timer to ..rig oarticipant should-leave kitchen and

'resume other activit \ d ing this time).

7. When timer rings, turn oven temperature knob to "off" position.

8. Place gloved pot holder on each hand.

9. Open oven door.

10. Pull oven rack out half-way exposing TV dinner.

11. Remove TV dinner from oven and place on stove top'.

12. Close\oven door.



.
NUMBER OF STEPS IN THREE; COOKING SKILLS

'
PERFORMED INDEPENDENTLY BY HEIDI

.
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Evaluating the Efficacy of Verbal Prompting, Social and

Token Reinforcers on Workshop Performante of Severely Multihandicapped Youth

One issue relating to instructional intervention which has received lit-
(

tle attention and yet greatly influences the performance Of severely handi-

capped persons is the relative efficacy of verbal prompting versus social and/or

token reinforcement. Each of these variables can also be compared individually

with, the combination of both factors. This issue is-especially cogent in a

sheltered workshop situation-where productivity is a critical factor in job

retention or'in facilitating acceptance onto a rehabilitation counselor's

caseload for placement. It would be helpful for instructional staff to know

-which of these. variables is the most helpful in influencing work rate. In

addition-to effectiveness, the issue of efficiency must be considered. The

efficiency question asks:Will these instructional variables help the student

reach criterionixrformance more quickly than any other .training situation?

For example, if continuous prompting is as effective as continuous, rein-

forcement plus continuous prompting, then it would not be efficient for staff

to engage in' both types of instructional intervention. Although it is unlikely

that the same set of instructional strategies will hold up for all severely

handicapped youth, it would appear that a system for assessing the relative

effectiveness Of.each variable would 'be beneficial to teaching staff.

.Therefore, a pilot study was undertaken to-assess the relative impact of

verbal and token reinforcement versus verbal Prompting versus a combination of

both factors on the workshop performance of three severely multihandicapped

adolescents. Two different vocational tasks were employed.

METHOD

Subjects and Setting

Three students were 'selected for this study. Steve is a 22 year old blind

severely retarded male., Although he responds verbally to questions his res-

ponsesiare frequently echolalic. I His most significant inappropriate behavior

145
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characteristic.is sleeping Wfille at his work Station. Debbie is a 12 year

old, nonambulatory female who is classified as severely retarded. She is

nonverbal but she is able to indicate needs through gestUres. Significant

inappropriate behavioricharacteristics include exhibiting off-task behavior

and distractibility. Nathan is a 12 year old severely retarded male who has

limited communication skills.' Inappropriate behavioi; characteristics include

incoherent laughter and low rates of excessive clapping, throwing objects,

.screaming and hitting the side of his face. Training took place, in a-simu7-

..

,lated workshop located in an urban school for the severely and profoundly re-
.

tarded. Debbie,and.Nathan'were involved in the workshop 30 minutes daily.

Steve participated in the workshop 60 minutes four days per week. Each student

was assigned a simulated workshop task.: Steve stuffed billing envelopes. and

Debbie and Nathan assembled ball point pens.,

Procedure

Baseline data were collected on each client to assess initial production

.-

rates.' Dgr4ng phase I, the baseline, the clients were only told when to begin

and'stop working, Baseline datamere collected for three consecutive days prior

tt, impleinenti!,g phase II of the study.

Phase II ;;oisisted of three different types of trainer interven;.ion. On a

) .

-
predetermined basis, each day one student would undergo one of the following

t.

types of intervention from the instructtr: (1) Verbal Prompts only, (2). Verbal

Praise and token delivea and (3) Prompts, praise and token delivery. In the

verbal prompts only conditton, the students received no social- praise or prim-

.

ary reinforcers. Only prompts such as "hurry up", "keep working' and "work

faster" were given every 30 seconds for repeated 10 minute work periods. In the

verbal pra?'se and token deliliery condition, the
students received no verbal

prompts. Praise was delivered every 30 iseconds if the student was working at
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the time. If he/she was ii.ot working at the appropriate delivery time, the

instructor waited until work began, then said, "good working", "nice job",

or "you are really working fast" and tokens were dispensed according to an

individualized criterion set for each student. The third condition in this

phase consisted of a combination of all three types of interventions. Verbal

prompts and praise, such as those previously described were given according
1.`

to the speed of the student and tokens were delivered on an,individualized,

reinforcement schedule.

Each intervention condition was presented in a counter balanced sequence

as shown in Table 1. The intervention period of the study was conducted for-

'Insert Table 1 About Here.

32 days. The purpose of this phase was to assess which, if any, of the dif-

ferent types of intervention altered the production rates most significantly.

A mean rate under each type.of intervention was then determined from the daily

production rates.. The optimal intervention was then selected for phase TIT

of the study based upon data showing which form of intervention yielded the

highest mean" production rate in phase TT. UpOn completion of the optimal_

intervention condition, Phase 1V, a maintenance phase was then implemented.

During maintenance, the reinforcement schedule was gradually thinned by re-

quiring the students to work for longer periods and receiving fewer tokens,

prompts, and praise.

Results

As shown in Figure 1 phase II of this study, which provided alternating.

Insert Figurel About Here

intervention-on a nearly daily basis, did not show radical increases in res-

ponding over baseline behavior except with Steve. Debbie's and Nathan's pro-
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duction rates remained relatively low and variable and Steve also showed

variability in this phase. Since no clear trends can be viewed in phase TT,

mean production rates under each type of intervention were established for

each student. As can be seen from Table'2, average production rates were

slightly higher forleach student under the intervention which included proMpts,

Insert Table 2 About Here

praise, and token delivery.

Phase =made up of the prompts, praise and token condition on a con-

sistent and daily basis, showed marked increase in production for all three

students.

Phase IV the maintenance phase showed no major decreases in production

rates.

Discussion

As might be expected, the results of this study show that the severely

handicapped students assessed' worked most productively under an intervention

which included prompts, praise, and token reinforcement. In addition their

production increased when the,sathe type of-intervention was used consistently

over several training days as in Phase II rather than with alternating treat-
.,

ments as seen in Phase II for all three.StudentS. This observation. suggests

the need for consistency,' not only within a teaching session, but over re-

peated sessions.

A follow-up study which would be a more stringent test of this hypothesis

would be to run each instructional condition over a period of time and then

return to baseline before moving to the next instructional. condition and

subsequent return to baseline. This strategy would omit the potentially con-

founding factor of comparing a combination of variables which is provided
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consistently versus isolated variables which are,provided on alternating days.

It is of note that Phase Tr reveals that all three students produced at

slightly better rates under prompt only condition rather than under a praise

and token delivery only. condition. One would think that positive reinforcement.

would produce,higher work. rates than, prompting alone; however\, this data illus-

trates the:,artificial nature created by, the praise and token Only condition

especially with 16W-runctipning individualS,as in. the present study. These

\ -

students were highly distractible and had only been working in the shop a short

time; therefore,.the natural discriminative stimuli the work materials)

was not potent enough to produce work .even though they knew. they would be re-

,

warded for the work once. begun. The instructors did not give prompts to the

students during this condition even though they were aware that the students

were Most dependent on verbal cues.

This study ddes yield some guidelines for programmers attempting-to in-

clude yaung.severely retarded individuals within a work environment. First, the

consistency of teaching techniques must be maintained-not only in acquisition

phases butalsO in production acceleration,phases with the lower functioning

worker. Secondly, the rewarding of appropriate behavior alone may not produce

the highest work rates but rther low functioning behavior may be cue dependent

and-require initial verbal' prompting; thus', the schedule of prompting as well

as reinforcement should be systematically thinned with the severely retarded

worker.

4.



Type of

Intervention

Table I

Monday. Tuesday

B

A

B.

B

Intervention code:

A = Prompts only
B = Praise & Tokens only
C = Prompts, Praise &

Tokens Xlelivery

Wednesday, , Thursday

A

C

.0

C

A



Steve

Debbie

Nathan

1

Table 2-

Mean Production, Rates in Phase II

Prompts-, Praise & Prompts; : Praise

Only Tokens & Token Delivery

3.53 per min.

. 48 per min.

. 29 per min.

3.30 per min.

.39 per min.

.19 per min.

3.90 per Min.

.49 per min.

.33 per min.
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'Fi gure Capti ons

FIGURE 1 WORK RATES PER MINUTE FOR-THREE STUDENTS

UNDER DIFFERENTIAL INTERVENTION
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Shaping Work Production in Severely and rofoundly

Retarded Youth: A Changing Criterion A proach

- Severely and profoundly retarded adolescents who have riever.worked be-

fore usually exhibit minimal tolerance for sitting at a manual job for pro-

tracted periods of time. For example, Mithaug (1978) observed in several

case studies that; although manual'work training was an excelle-. means of

reducing inappropriate, social- behavior, initial high levels of aggression

were displayed by-students. Numerous workshop oriented studies have been

performed successfully, however, with the moderately, severely and profound-

ly retarded (Bellamy, Peterson and Close, 1975; Karan, Wehman, Renzaglia

and Schutz 1976; Karan , 1979). Most of these studies have shown the workshop

capacity of severely handicapped adults.

Bates, Renzaglia and Clees (1980) recently conducted three case studies

which documented an excellent shaping strategy for accelerating workshop pro-

duction, By gradually making the criterion for reinforcement more stringent,

the clients slowly but surely continued to exceed their previous output. The

changing criterion strategy (Hartman and Hall, 1976) hat not been used ex-

tensively in Workshop settings (Bates, Wehman, and Karan, 1976) but appeared

to be a promising technique to try in the present program which serve;: severe-

ly and profoundly retarded adolescents with no previous workshop pro(;..:ction

experience:

Therefore, in order to Turther investigate and replicate the Bates, et al.

1980) study, two separate prograMs were undertaken in a local public school

serving severely and profoundly 1..tarded adolescents. Two techniques for de-

creasingthe dependence of the worker on teacher /supervisor intervention are

.

examined. The first study examines the use of a changing criterion strategy
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intluding a response cost maintenance program and the second study utilizes

the use of automated reinforcement through a token dispenser following an

extended period ofteacher intervention.

- I

Participant and Setting

STUDY 1 - JOHN

METHOD

John is a 21 year old male classified as severely retarded. He is non,

verbal, but communicates some needs 'through picture cards when requested.

A vocational workshop had\been established within the public school pro-

/

gram in which John was enrolled. John attended thelworkshop for 90 minutes

to two hours, four days a week. His task was to a semble 5 piece ball point'

..
pens, at acceptable rates according to quality standards.

Program Objective

One of the initial goals of this program w s to help John to develop a

minimum work endurance of 90 continuous minute on a daily basis. In addition,

John was to produce quality ballpoint pens at rates comparable to those of:

employees in the local sheltered workshop,
(i.e., approximately 15 to 25% stand-

ard.production rate for a 90 minute period.) The annual goal also included

building up to no more than three short breaks within the work period during

which tokens could be exchanged for tangible reinforcers. As John progressed,

ef exchanging tokens at the break, he would put them away and Save them

until the end of the period.

Procedure

Baseiline data.were collected prior to any intervention. During that period,

Johnlias given the "get to work" cue and left alone for several 10'minute ses-

sions. No prompts or reinforcement were delivered. during baseline. Baseline'

continued for 10 consecutive days.

166
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Phase II of the program was then implemented. This phase required John

to work consistently for a five minute p'eriod before he would receive a tangi-

ble reinforcer. He would receive a token to exchange for a tangible if he

completed eight pens before a kitchen timer signaled the end of the five min-

ute period. John received one token for each pen he assembled correctly. At

the end of the session, if eight tokens had been earned, he had the opportunity

to buy what he wanted such as: chips, cookies, candy, handkerchief, cards,

etc. As soon as he had exchanged his tokens, the timer was reset and another

five minute work period began. Thus, his target production rate or criterion

for this phase was 1.6 pens per minute'. To enhance th6 potential of John's

understanding of the amount of tokens he needed to earn, as well as the number

of pens he needed to produce, cue forms were drawn for the tokens and the pens

produced. The cue forms provided spaces indicating the desired number of pens

and tokens needed to purchase items, (Renzaglia, Wehman, Schutz and Karan,

1978). When John made a pen and received a token, he placed it on the corres-

ponding space(s) on the -Wm. This gave him a visual picture, (i.e., when all

spaces were covered with tokens and pens), he could buy something. It also

showed him, visually, that when spaces were vacant he could not purchase de-

sired items.

This procedure continued until he consistently (i.e., three consecutive

days), produced pens at the rate of 1.6 or more pens per minute for five min-

utes. At this time Phase III was implemented. In this phase, the criterion

was raised to require two pens per minute for 10 minutes or 20 pens in 10 min-

utes. The reinforcement schedule was not chang&I 'during this phase; if he had

earned 20 pennies or/ more when the timer rang, he was given the opportunity to

purchase the items'he wanted. Thftphase continued 'until John's production
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//

rate oftwo or more pens per minute was maintained consistently., Phase IV

I
included increasing the work period before tokehexchange and the criterion

. /7

for reinforceMent. The work period was lengthened to/15 minutes before token

exchange took place and the criterion was 'increased /to three pens per minute.

////

The token delivery schedule was decreased to onehpe nhy for every five pens

.

produced in the 15 minute period; If John earned nine pennies, he was given

theopportunity to purchase the items he wanted at the break. The pen and

token cue forms were also faded during thi/Ohase. When John produced three

pens per minute for each 15 minute work period over three consequtive-6iS,

Phase Twas implemented. Phase V consisted-of-gGiing-the -workperiod be-

fore token exchange, to 30 minutes and again thinning the number of tokens de-

livered. In .this phase, the timer was set fo'r 30 minutes, John was, given a

work prompt but the supervisor provided only intermittent attention and rein-

forcement. A token, was delivered approximately every three minutes contingent

upon John's exhibition of on-task behavior when the supervisor chose to walk

by /his work station. During this phase, John's production dropped markedly

/

and he began to ignore prompts:to speed up. The supervisor had the option,'

,

either to reduce the criterion and attempt to regain stimulus controT or to

'Moose a more punitive approach. Because of John's age (21); the latter op-

tion was taken. Thus, Phase VT consisted of the.same work period duration

and intermittent token schedule as in Phase V, but response cost was added

when the supervisor walked by and noticed that John was not working. On

these occasions she. gave him a slight verbal reprimand and took away one

token.

.'RESULTS

Figure 1 shows that during phases II, III and IV, Johh's production rate

Insert Figure 1 About Here

1_68
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increased from producing 1.6 pens per minute working for five minutes to

three pens per minute in 15 minutes. When the work period was doubled in

Phase V, marked decreases in production rates were observed which were below

initial work rates, (i.e., belOw 1.6 pens a minute). When response cost was

initiated, in Phase VI where tokens were taken away when work was not observed,

John's production rate steadily increased to over three pens per minute and

he exhibited continuous work behavior for 30 minute periods.

STUDY II - RANDY AND 'STAN

METHOD

Participants

Two young men classified, as severely retarded, who attended the same

city school for the severely and profoundly handicapped as in the previous

study, participated in this program. Both of these young men acquired the

skill of assembling an eight piece boiler drain, (a small faucet,, while

rece6ing vocation training in the workshop at school. Randy, 18 years of
7, \

age was attending the workshop four days per week for 90 minutes-per day.

.Stan, 14 years of age, attending the workshop five days a week for 30 minutes

a day.' Both young men exhibited high rates_of sterotypicself-stimulatory

responses and required much supervision to maintain on- task 'behaVior.

Program Objectives

The major goal durig'this program was to increase the duration of-con-.

tinuous on-task performance ands -to raise production rates to compare with those

of sheltered workshop employees. In addition, the program attempted to examine

I

methods of decreasing trainer intervention while maintaining'accelerated pro

r

'duction rates.
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Apparatus (token dispensto")

In the final phase !Jf this program a token dispenser was introduCed.

A plywood 'owl (3.0 cm. x 40 cm. x 20 cm.) hoirk.d a solenoid' operated token

dispenser which presented pennies to students on a continuous schedule'of

reinforcement. A wooden trap door (12 cm.x 12 cm.) on the top of the box

was held closed by a counterweight. When the student in the vocational.

training program placed a completed component (boiler valve assembly) on

the door, the weight caused the door to drop down and the component fell

into a holding tray within the box. Also, in the downward swing, the door
4P

depressed a microswitch'whiCh' activated the token dispenser. A plastic

cup collected the tokens dispensed for each item of work completed.

Procedure

A baseline period.was provided following the acquisition of the skill

for both students. Prompts to begin and end work were given; no-other inter-

vention occurred during this period. Following baseline, a changing criter-

ion intervention strategy was implemented with both students. Phases Tr, TIT,

and TV consist simply of gradually making the criterion for reinforcement

more stringent. In this study not only did the students have to work faster

but also they had to work for longer periods before being allowed to exchange

their tokens for desired items.

In Phase II, both Randy and Stan were required to work continuously for

five minute work periods and produce a targeted number of units (Randy's cri-

terion = .40 per minute and Stan's = .20). The short work periods and low

criteria were set to ensure success and reifforcement based on previous know-

\

ledge of these easily distracted students.
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Each student received one penny for each boiler drain correctly assem-

bled and could purchase desired items if enough tokens,had been earned when

a kitchen timer signaled the end of the five minute work period. As in

Study 1, cue formi were also used to enhance understanding of the criterion

and time constraint. After token exchange was accomplished, the timer was

reset and work began again.

Phase ITT consisted of increasing the length of the work period and the

amount of units to be produced for both students. In this phase, Randy first

had to work to 10 minutes before token exchange and produce five boiler drains,

(i.e., .5 units per minute). Later, in this same phase, the length of the work

period was increased to 15 minutes; however, the rate per minute criterion was

not raised. Stan, on the other hand, was quite distractible; therefore, phase

TIT for him, consisted of work periods of seven minutes only, allowing for

more frequent reinforcement. However, his production requirement was more than

doubled to .425 units per minute.

Phase TV was implemented when the students had produced at an acceptable

rate under these criteria for three consecutive days. During this phase the

length of Randy's work period doubled to 30 minutes and the production criter-

ion of .5 per minute was maintained. Stan's work period was increased to 10'

minutes. He was also required to produce .5 boiler drains per minute. The

reinforcement schedule was unchanged.

During all phases except baseline, the teacher frequently gave "hurry-

up" prompts and/social reinforcement (tactile and verbal). The teacher would

encourage both/students to meet their criterion as much as Qeeded. Prompts or

praise often occurred as frequently as every 10 - 20 seconds. In order to ex-

amine methods to reduce this frequent intervention from the teacher, these
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students underwent return to baseline procedures for a short period and

then were exposed to automated reinforcement with reduced teacher attention,

(i.e., the token dispenser rather than teacher intervention).

PhaseV.-consisted of a reinstatement of baseline procedures, that is, no

.tokens were delivered and the frequent prompts. were discontinued. Following

baseline; the trainer demonstrated the use and purpose of the token dispenser

to both students.

Phase VI consisted of minimal teacher attention and token reinforcement

through.the token dispenser only. Although students received a token for

each unit produded,,they were required to earn the target number of tokens,

before the end of each work. period. Randy continued-toW6K-f6F-30'minutes

before exchanging tokens and Stan for 10 minutes. The teacher provided prompts

or praise ,on a variable ratio schedule of approximately every two minutes only.

RESULTS.

Phase I or baseline showed extremely low production rates for both stu-

dents. Phases II% III and IV showed successful intervention through changing

criterion procedures with teacher prompts and praise as well as token delivery.

All three of these Phases show gradual increases in the production rate and

duration of work. Lengthening Stan's continuous work periods prior to rein-

\

fay-cement was more difficult to improve due to distractibility. Throughout.

the-study Stan worked continuously for 10 minute periods only.

In Phase V, return to baseline, both students exhibited marked and dramatic

decreases Wproduction. It is of note that this baseline period with the

,accompanying decrease in production occurred after 70 days of continuous pro-

gramming for Randy and 42 days for Stan.
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Phase T.', use of token dispenser, initially produced work behavior which

was below criterion levels; however, after four Or five sessions, production

rates for both students were comparable to those seen in Phase IT

Discussion

The results of both of these studies indicate that the changing criter-
__

4400lion approach can be most successful when gradually increasing the length of

work periods. As observed in both studies, however, care must be taken in

the speed or size of changes in the criterion or length of work periods. For

,instance,-with John in Study I, when the length of his work period was doubled

in Phase Tr to 30 minutes his work rate dropped to near baseline levels and

remained low even though the teacher greatly increased the verbal prompts and

praise during the work periods. To prevent-such problems, the changing cri-

terion approach should be gradual, especially with the more severely handicap-

ped. Both studies underscore the dependency of the severely retarded worker

on direct teacher contact and intervention. It is this dependency which-in-

hibits the-competitive or sheltered employment potential of the severely-re-

tarded. Both studies also, however, show techniques to reduce the need for

teacher /supervisor intervention while maintaining comparable production rates.

In Study I, when the teacher/supervisor began-walking around the room during

t4e-30-minute-wor:r.
4-supplying less attention and only intermittent rein-

forcement, John's productionrate dropped and remained low as stated aboVe.

/ Instead of supplying more teacher attention and reinforcement, 6 random.res-

pense cost procedure was, implemented which required little direct teacher time

This procedure enabled John to return to previously high production rates. }Study

2 also showed that through automated reinforcement, production rates could be

maintained thich were comparable to those when the teacher directly and con -

tinually intervened. Research has indicated that with adequate reinforcement.
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and attention the severely retarded can produce relatively complex work

units at ptpducti rates comparable to less handicapped individuals. How-

ever, at.thfs junct re, further examination of techniques such as these to

increase the independence of these workers is needed.



Figure 1

Figure 2

fi9ure Captions

Work Rate Per 'Minute Under a Changing Criterion

Strategy with Response Cost.

1

Work.Rates Per Minute for Two Students Under a
Changing Criterion Strategy with Automated Reinforcement.

1
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